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Institut national de recherche en informatique et en
automatique, l'INRIA est l'organisme français de

recherche spécialisé dans le domaine des sciences et
technologies de l'information et de la communication. Les

travaux de ses chercheurs, leurs contributions à de nom-
breux projets et groupes de travail internationaux ainsi que

la vitalité de leurs résultats en font l'un des tout premiers
instituts européens de recherche dans ce domaine.

Gilles Kahn strongly defended the idea that computer science is
indeed a science. He was the first computer scientist elected to 

the French Academy of Sciences, and his contributions to the 
development of information and communication science and techno-

logy have been decisive. “Gilles Kahn's personal research is based on
several fundamental concepts: developing meaningful programmes,

establishing the fundamentals of concurrency in computation processes,
and acquiring tools and methods to develop specification-compliant 

software. He saw the mathematical and logical modelling of the computa-
tion process as the underlying principle behind all these concepts”, explain

Philippe Flajolet and Gérard Huet, research directors at INRIA.

Gilles Kahn was INRIA Vice-President for Research for ten years. “He loved to
discuss ideas with researchers, whether members of the Academy of sciences

or doctoral students. All the scientists who knew him remember the warmth 
and intelligence of these discussions. He had an extremely broad scientific vision

and was deeply interested in the interactions of computer science with other 
disciplines such as mathematics, physics, biology and medicine”. A passionate 

promoter of INRIA's successful research model, he contributed to defining the
Institute's major research challenges and scientific priorities through strategic plans.

As INRIA Chairman and Chief Executive Officer since 2004, he actively supported the
implementation of research oriented towards life sciences and set up the development

of prospective investigation. He worked towards ensuring the growth of the Institute
and increasing its international recognition.

Widely acknowledged for his vital thinking and in-depth analyses, he was frequently 
called upon for missions of national interest. He was a member of the investigation 

committee for the Ariane flight 501 failure (1996) and the co-author of a report on 
telecommunication research submitted to the French Minister of Industry (1997), a report

on general access to knowledge submitted to the French President (2000) and a report 
on secure data exchanges on the Internet submitted to the French Ministers of Research 

and Culture (2005).

At the start of this year, Gilles Kahn said he was fortunate to manage an institute where 
everyone has “a glint in their eyes”. His attentive availability and dynamism exerted a profound

influence on all his collaborators.

Gilles Kahn passed away on 9 February, 2006.
He was INRIA Vice-President for Research from 1993 to
2003, and Chairman and Chief Executive Officer since 2004. 
He made his first important discovery in 1971 (“Kahn Process
Networks”) and remained an active researcher of international
renown.

This document is dedicated to

Gilles Kahn

two miscible flu
ids    G

AMMA project-team



In this interview given before he passed away, 

Gilles Kahn discussed the Institute's growth in 2005

and the recent advances in research.

Press coverage for INRIA was greater
than ever in 2005. Was it a special
year?
Gilles Kahn: We can celebrate several 
successes in 2005, both in terms of research
and technological transfers to industry. 
Rose Dieng received the Joliot-Curie award,
and François Baccelli was elected to the 
Academy of Sciences. We celebrated twenty
years of company creation, and the innovative
“born of INRIA” start-up are doing well. 
We launched the INRIA Open Archive. We
deployed our new management system. 
We achieved significant success with 
the French National Research Agency 
(ANR) requests for proposals. We are 
actively involved in several competitiveness
clusters.
Regarding our internal development, we
negotiated a good budget for the year 2006
with the French state, which will enable us 
to finance the development of INRIA Futurs
research units in Bordeaux, Lille and Saclay.
We will be able to recruit new researchers, as
well as engineers, technicians and adminis-
trative staff. INRIA has a very strong growth
potential. We are fortunate in that we can
develop without the restrictions of an exces-
sively rigid framework. The research themes
we are currently exploring, ICSTs, are very
promising. We intend to continue in this
direction.

INTERVIEW

WITH Gilles Kahn,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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Information and Communication
Sciences and Technologies (ICSTs)
have transformed daily life. Is that
what makes them a particularly
promising target for research?

We are indeed witnessing a closing of the
gap between general public applications and
fundamental research. New technologies can
be implemented creatively in general public
applications, but computer science research
goes far beyond. It constitutes the very basis
for creating new technologies rather than
improving existing implementations.
At INRIA, we want to be major contributors 
in economic sectors such as transport, 
distribution, commerce, industry, etc. We are
somewhat impatient to see our results
implemented in the medical world. This 
activity was developed in 2005, but we still
have a long way to go.

In 2005, you attached great impor-
tance to organising prospective
scientific investigation. What does
it consist of?

Prospective investigation is indispensable.
What the future holds for us partly depends
on the manner in which we approach pros-
pective investigation today. We have therefore
organised prospective investigation according
to key research and innovation areas that we
feel are particularly promising, by creating
the Scientific and Technological Orienta-
tion Council (COST), a new investigation
and decision-making structure comprising 
approximately 40 young researchers of the
Institute. COST will enable researchers to
work beyond their disciplines and participate
in global decisions that are decisive for the
future. One of its first tasks will be to prepare
our next strategic plan. The Institute is 
growing and we must all contribute to the
development of scientific investigation.

Doesn't the definition of strategic
priorities limit the work of resear-
chers?

We could distribute our research efforts
according to individual interests. Instead, we
make choices and identify priority research
themes. This allows us to recruit the best
researchers, if they feel that their work falls
within the scope of our research themes. 
We devote approximately 70% of our efforts
to these research challenges, thereby pre-
serving funds for brilliant researchers with
innovative ideas.

What are the future perspectives
of research in computer science?

Our researchers do not all work according
to the same timelines. Some teams investi-
gate areas where results are expected after
10 years, while others pursue their work with
the intention of creating start-ups. INRIA
needs both approaches. We therefore set 
up heterogeneous research teams, associa-
ting researchers engaged in long-term 
investigations with others that have in-depth
knowledge of the current technological 
landscape and wish to work according to 
two-year timelines. We are extremely fortu-
nate: computer science is a well-supported
discipline. Doctoral students can complete
their theses at INRIA without having decided
what they are going to do next. In other 
disciplines, doctoral students often decide to
remain at university when they start working
on their theses, since there is sometimes no
other alternative. The situation with ICSTs is
different. Industrialists are willing to hire
doctoral students. They acknowledge thesis
work as a means to acquire the specialization
and in-depth training needed for R&D.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, industria-
lists were exposed to a rapid acceleration of
technological development in all areas, and
innovation times were reduced. Their R&D
centres are increasingly application-oriented.
We promote a more fundamental and 
pluridisciplinary vision of research, with
broader perspectives. The two approaches
are therefore complementary.



STRATEGY

for research

Numerical simulation of laser-plasma interaction     CALVI project-team
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Institut national de recherche en informatique et
en automatique, l'INRIA est l'organisme français de

recherche spécialisé dans le domaine des sciences
et technologies de l'information et de la communica-

tion. Les travaux de ses chercheurs, leurs contribu-
tions à de nombreux projets et groupes de travail

internationaux ainsi que la vitalité de leurs résultats en
font l'un des tout premiers instituts européens de

recherche dans ce domaine.

INRIA was founded for two purposes: to contribute to advances in 
fundamental and applied knowledge in the field of computer science 

and control, and to support research teams in developing outlets for their
research in industry and services.

Given its twofold mission - research and innovation - it is placed under the
supervision of the Ministries of Research and Industry.

Ever since its creation, the Institute has experienced strong growth in phase
with the increased integration of computer science in all human activities, 

whether scientific or economic. The Institute actively contributes to progress in
various sectors of activity: telecommunications, Internet, transport, security, etc.

It explores the contributions of computer science to life sciences such as biology,
medicine, surgery, etc. For the past twenty years, it has fostered the creation of

over 80 companies, participated in the development of numerous international 
standards and produced industry-leading software solutions in various fields.

This Institute's organisational structure is based on openness, autonomy and creativity.
Over half of the 170 research teams are shared with other research institutes or univer-

sities. The research teams are organised into six regional units, five of which are based
in Rocquencourt (Île-de-France), Sophia Antipolis, Grenoble, Nancy and Rennes. The sixth

unit is an incubator aimed at implementing three new regional units in Bordeaux, Lille and
Saclay (Île-de-France). These various units are well established in regional academic and

industrial circles, actively participating in the competitiveness clusters launched in July. INRIA
projects include the participation of over 1 000 doctoral students, making the Institute one of

the two French research centres most actively contributing to training through research in the
field of computer science.

and innovation
INRIA (French National Institute for Research in

Computer Science and Control) co
nducts specialised

research in information and communication sciences

and technologies. The work of its researchers, their

contributions to numerous international projects and

workgroups, and the importance of their re
search results

make it one of the leading European research institutes 

in this field.

Volume mesh generation for simulation    GEOMETRICA project-team



JANUARY
First meeting of the Scientific and Technological Orientation

Council (COST), strengthening the Institute’s scientific manage-
ment and initiating a prospective and participative strategy.

MARCH
Gilles Kahn publishes an analysis report on filtering 

solutions for music exchanges over the Internet, prepared in
collaboration with Antoine Brugidou, Associate Director of
Accenture, at the request of the Minister of Culture and
Communication and the Delegate Minister for Higher Education
and Research.

APRIL
The Institute initiates a campaign celebrating 20 years of

company creation at INRIA and launches the “Born of INRIA”
label.

MAY
INRIA sets up an online open archive making it possible to

consult the work of its research teams.

JUNE
The International Engineering Task Force (IETF) standar-

dises the Hierarchical Mobile Internet Protocol version 6
(HMIPv6) developed by the PLANET project team (INRIA Sophia
Antipolis). This standard will be a cornerstone of future mobile
equipment networks.

JULY
INRIA begins participating in competitiveness clusters. 

Its participation in 9 worldwide and internationally oriented
programmes confirms the growing importance of ICSTs in all
spheres of activity.

AUGUST
INRIA creates the Numerical Mathematics Consortium

(NMC) through its Scilab Consortium and with the participation
of major North American partners: National Instruments,
Mathsoft and Maplesoft.

OCTOBER
INRIA signs a fundamental research agreement with

Microsoft Research, which provides for the creation in early
2006 of a shared laboratory in Saclay.

INRIA and INRA officialise and strengthen their cooperation in
the field of life sciences.

NOVEMBER
Release of Amy Dahan Dalmedico's book “J.L. Lions, an 

exceptional mathematician”, published with the financial support
of the Institute. J.L. Lions was the first chairman of INRIA and 
the creator of its organisational model.

ADDITIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
INRIA and the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology

sign the Objectweb/Orientware agreement to develop open-
source middleware in China.

INRIA engages in a research partnership with CNRS and Inserm
in the fields of health and medical imagery.

INRIA
ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2005

Milestones



3,000 SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

230 active patents

80 software packages 
REGISTERED AT APP
(FRENCH SOFTWARE PROTECTION AGENCY)

136 million euros BUDGET, 22% SELF-FINANCED

6 RESEARCH UNITS in 7 FRENCH REGIONS

2,100 PERSONS on INRIA payroll

24 CONFERENCES organised, 
with 2,500 participants, including 1,700 from abroad

80 START-UPS created

730 PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
with companies

170 RESEARCH TEAMS,

138 ongoing research project-teams

3,600 STAFF MEMBERS,
including 2,800 scientists participation

of over 1,000 doctoral students

KEY figures
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Interview with Christine d'Argouges

Deputy M
anaging Director.

How does one manage and organise
research activity to achieve the
highest level of excellence?
Christine d'Argouges: “INRIA model” is an
expression often used, and I personally feel
that it is justified. The central idea behind 
our organisational structure is to encourage
creativity, which is why we have few hierar-
chical levels. Research projects led by 
project leaders constitute the Institute’s basic
entities, its living cells. There are currently
around 140 ongoing research projects at
INRIA(*), organised and managed within
regional research units with a large degree of
autonomy in terms of financial and scientific
decisions. Each of these units is managed 
by a research unit director. The third 
hierarchical level is the Institute’s general
management, which relies on functional
managers. The project leaders and research
unit directors are all scientists, as is the
Institute's chairman and most of the general
management. This light hierarchical organi-
zation allows for very direct and informal
relations between researchers. The Institute’s
organisational structure is geared towards
scientific excellence.

Is this organisational structure still
adapted to the significant growth
experienced by INRIA in recent
years?

This is indeed a very important challenge
for us. We wish to maintain the efficiency of
this very high decentralisation, so specific to
INRIA. We have defined a critical size for the
regional research units, central elements of
our organisational structure. They must be
large enough to be scientifically attractive,
since we wish to recruit high-level resear-
chers. We have therefore privileged the 
development of strong regional units, without
dissipating our resources. At the same time,
it is important that they be kept to a size 
allowing them to be supervised by one same
person, both scientifically and managerially.
Our development therefore requires the
creation of new research units. That is the
purpose of the INRIA Futurs research unit,
which operates as an incubator for new
research units in Bordeaux, Lille and Saclay.
The Institute’s six regional research units are
currently reasonably sized, with 500 to 600
staff members. The research unit managers
are all members of the executive committee,
which therefore has direct and constant
contact with field realities. We avoid techno-
cracy whilst maintaining a coherent structure
through functional management and research
support services.

A governance model 

geared TOWARDS

GROWTH AND CREATIVITY

What are the benefits of this
regional proximity?

It enables us to have direct contact with
economic and academic entities throughout
France and thereby establish strong partner-
ships to develop excellence clusters. Our
participation in competitiveness clusters is 
a good example. Only one-third of the resear-
chers involved in INRIA research projects
come from the Institute and, generally 
speaking, a steadily increasing number of
joint projects in collaboration with other
laboratories are being implemented.

Will the Institute’s governance
structure evolve as a result of new
management rules?

The current regulatory changes imposing
the liability of organisations may produce a
re-centralization effect, particularly due to
the need to develop internal inspection pro-
cesses. We need to maintain decentralization
(and the reaction capacity associated with
decentralization) whilst ensuring consistent
and rigorous management. The engineers,
technicians and administrative staff (ETAs)
performing support services will play an
essential role in this respect. Their mission is
to ensure the observance of common rules.
The challenge facing us is to better formalise
these rules and integrate them into our
management tools, which we must continue
to improve to meet all our goals.

(*) Note: A research team must be implemented before a project can be created, 
i.e., the implementation of a research team (currently 170) does not necessarily imply
the creation of a research project (currently 140).



IN CHARGE OF
competitiveness clusters 
Laurent Kott

IN CHARGE OF
training through research

Jean-Pierre Verjus

Accountant
Jean Salles

FUNCTIONAL
management

Administrative and Financial 
Director

Daniel Naccache

Human Resources 
Director

Françoise Cazenave Pendariès

Information Systems 
Director

Jean-Alain Galibert

Director 
of Development and Industrial Relations

Gérard Giraudon

Director 
of Scientific Information 

and Communication
Jean-Pierre Verjus

Director 
of European and International 

Relations
François Brown de Colstoun

General
MANAGEMENT

Chairman and CEO
*Gilles Kahn

Deputy Managing Director
Christine d’Argouges

Vice-President for Research
Jean Vuillemin

INRIA
MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION

chart as of 1 January, 2
006

*Passed away on February 9, 2006
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RESEARCH UNIT
management

INRIA Futurs Research Unit Director
Claude Puech

INRIA Lorraine Research Unit Director
Hélène Kirchner

INRIA Rennes-Irisa Research Unit Director
Claude Labit

INRIA Rhône-Alpes Research Unit Director
Bernard Espiau

INRIA Rocquencourt Research Unit 
Director

Sophie Cluet

INRIA Sophia Antipolis Research Unit 
Director

Michel Cosnard



How is scientific excellence imple-
mented at INRIA?
Jean Vuillemin: According to INRIA’s 
philosophy, research projects are the basis 
of all research. A researcher organises a
team around a research theme and then 
proposes the creation of a project committed
to pursuing scientific excellence. By approving
the project, the Institute gives it the means to
achieve its ambitions. The project then enjoys
a large degree of independence. Projects are
reviewed every four years by an evaluation
committee composed of French and interna-
tional scientists with expertise in the research
areas proposed. This evaluation determines
whether projects should be pursued or dis-
continued. For example, in 2005, 15 projects
were created and 4 were discontinued. This
operating procedure, based on the regular,
high-level, international assessment of INRIA
activities, is the determining factor for impro-
ving scientific excellence. The results of our
research activities also contribute to this
assessment, e.g., publications, worldwide-
acknowledged software packages, innovations,
etc.

What is the time required to 
complete a fundamental research
project at INRIA?

The average lifetime of an INRIA project is
eight years. Although each project eventually
comes to an end, the researchers move on.
The experience and achievements acquired
through the project are not lost. They will
contribute to improving another project, to
the great benefit of INRIA and research in
general.
When it comes to fundamental research, it 
is not so much the project's duration that is
considered, but rather its future applications
in various fields. For example, a telecom-
munications research project can lead to 
applications in medicine or mathematics.

You are among the organisations
with the highest participation of
computer science doctoral students
in France. Why?

The doctoral student contributes a building
block to the overall structure. The Senior
Research Scientist is responsible for supervi-
sing the doctoral student so as to enable
him/her to produce a brilliant thesis within
three years. This is part of the purpose of 
training at INRIA. We see it as both a remar-
kable freedom and a vital need.

With the creation of COST
(Scientific and Technological
Orientation Council) in 2005, is
INRIA adopting a more collective
approach to scientific orientation?

A more collective approach is also a 
more participative approach. The scientific
council and the executive committee had
recommended an improvement in scientific

management. The creation of COST in 2005
addresses this need. It comprises 14 resear-
chers: four members of the executive 
committee, the research unit project com-
mittee chairmen, and four workgroup 
leaders. These four workgroups prepare
COST activities. They are composed of 50
young researchers, among the most brilliant
in the Institute. The first workgroup is in
charge of incentive initiatives, the second
workgroup works on national initiatives, and
the third works on international initiatives.
For the first time at INRIA, the fourth 
workgroup will be in charge of prospective
initiatives. In 2006, one of the main tasks of
the COST will be to prepare the 2008-2012
strategic plan and define its scientific 
objectives.

Interview with Jean Vuillemin

Professor at the Ecole Normale Supérieure, Paris,

INRIA Vice-President for Research.

Scientific 
EXCELLENCE

Statistical and spatial separation of audio sources    M
ETISS project-team

Road detection  in satellite 



CHAIRMAN
Jean Vuillemin, INRIA

APPOINTED MEMBERS
Marc Berthod, INRIA
Laurent Kott, INRIA
Gérard Giraudon, INRIA
Nicholas Ayache, INRIA Sophia Antipolis
Philippe De Groote, INRIA Lorraine-Loria
Philippe Robert, INRIA Rocquencourt
Jean Roman, INRIA Futurs
Gerardo Rubino, INRIA Rennes-Irisa
François Sillion, INRIA Rhône-Alpes
Frédéric Alexandre, INRIA Lorraine-Loria
Albert Benveniste, INRIA Rennes-Irisa
George Drettakis, INRIA Sophia Antipolis
Marc Schoenauer, INRIA Futurs

ANIMATION AND PROSPECTIVE INITIATIVES WORKGROUP
Workgroup leader: Marc Schoenauer, INRIA Futurs

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS WORKGROUP
Workgroup leader: George Drettakis, INRIA Sophia Antipolis

INCENTIVE INITIATIVES WORKGROUP
Workgroup leader: Frédéric Alexandre, INRIA Lorraine-Loria

NATIONAL INITIATIVES WORKGROUP
Workgroup leader: Albert Benveniste, INRIA Rennes-Irisa

Cost
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ORIENTATION COUNCIL)

as of January 1st, 2
006

CHAIRMAN

Erik Sandewall
Professor, Department of Computer and 
Information Science, Linköping University,
Sweden

APPOINTED MEMBERS

Anja Feldman
Professor, TU München, Institut für
Informatik VIII, Garching, Germany

Gaston Gonnet
Professor, Institute of Scientific Computing, 
ETH, Zurich, Switzerland

Tony Hey
Professor, Department of Electronics and 
Computer Science, University of Southampton,
UK

Jocelyne Troccaz
CNRS Research Director, Head of the GMCAO 
team, TIMC IMAG Laboratory, Grenoble

Martin Wirsing
Professor, Institute of Computer Science, 
Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich, Germany

Rick Harwig
Executive Vice-President of Philips Research, 
Eindhoven, Holland

Jean-François Lavignon
Head of Scientific Computing Solutions, Bull, 
Louveciennes

Claude Ricaud
Scientific and Technical Director, Schneider, 
Boulogne-Billancourt

Christel Sorin
Research Strategy Manager, France Telecom 
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Michel Minoux
Head of the Optimisation and Modelling team, 
LIP6-CNRS, Paris
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Jens Gustedt
INRIA Lorraine

Bernard Lang
INRIA Rocquencourt

Guy Fayolle
INRIA Rocquencourt

Sabah Khalfa
INRIA Lorraine

Scientific
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as of January 1st, 2
006
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Virtual manipulation of a protein molecule using a lever arm     ALICE project-team

DIET (Distributed Interactive

Engineering Toolbox): 

Large-scale client-server 

environment on Grid'5000 

GRAAL project-team



INRIA is strongly participating in
the competitiveness clusters laun-
ched by the French government in
2005. Why?
Laurent Kott: The government’s initiative
corresponds to a strategy reaffirmed in
INRIA’s last strategic plan: excellence clusters.
INRIA research units are present in just
about all the regions where the clusters have
been implemented, promoting open partner-
ships and efficient industrial transfers. Our
organisational structure and strategy are
fully consistent with participating in such
projects. It is therefore only natural that
INRIA should respond very strongly to the
request for proposals. We are currently 
extremely active in 13 competitiveness clus-
ters, including nine which are worldwide or
internationally oriented, with INRIA research
units participating in project management
duties. 

Your involvement goes far beyond
the competitiveness clusters devo-
ted to ICSTs.

ICSTs are a fascinating field. It is difficult
to imagine how technological progress in any
field whatsoever could not involve computer
science. For example, in sectors such as
transport or commerce, computer science
plays a key role in terms of innovation, but
this is not readily apparent to the end user.
That is why we are involved in numerous
fields. We have always expressed our desire
to serve as a structuring factor of research
activity in the field of ICSTs. The competitive-
ness clusters will also enable us to strengthen
our cooperation with the industrial sector.
They will promote debate, action, and increased
efficiency.

How will this dialogue be established?
A competitiveness cluster is not just a 

geographic vision of development. It is a dif-
ferent state of mind, a new work method.
Local and national institutions, industries of
all sizes, research organisations and univer-
sities will all need to collaborate. For some,
namely companies, this will involve coopetition
(cooperation/competition). It is an important
challenge for all those participating.

You were already engaged in a
partnership and proximity strategy.
How can the competitiveness 
clusters serve as an accelerator
for INRIA?

The competitiveness clusters will rein-
force the applicability of certain research
themes. This is essential. The cooperation of

Interview with Laurent Kott

INRIA Chairman’s representative for competitive
ness clusters, 

General Director of INRIA-Transfert.

Dynamic 

particip
ation 

IN COMPETITIVENESS CLUSTERS

numerous entities exploring a common
research theme increases the attractiveness,
impact and excellence of the results.
Moreover, we will be able to increase our
participation in other priority fields, such as
health. For example, we are currently invol-
ved in the MediTech Santé programme 
(Île-de-France) and the Biopôle cluster
(Rhône-Alpes). Finally, working in a network
with the leading entities in their respective
fields will increase our international exposure.
We are just getting started and will do our
best to make these clusters efficient and
innovation-productive.

13 COMPETITIVENESS CLUSTERS
SUPPORTED BY INRIA

25% of l'INRIA research projects are involved 
in competitiveness clusters

AQUITAINE AND MIDI-PYRENEES
Aeronautics, Space and Onboard Systems

BRITTANY
Images and Networks

ILE-DE-FRANCE
Cap Digital (ex IMVN)

MediTech Santé
System@tic (complex software and systems)

Vestapolis 

LORRAINE
Innovative materials and intelligent products (MIPI)

NORD-PAS-DE-CALAIS
Commerce industries

I-Trans (transport)

PROVENCE-ALPES-COTE D'AZUR
Secured Communicating Solutions (SCS)

Sea, Security and Safety
Photonics (complex optical and imaging systems)

RHONE-ALPES
Minalogic (micronanotechnologies and embedded software,

Grenoble Isère competitiveness cluster)

Worldwide clusters      Internationally oriented clusters    National clusters



Technological transfer has been a
part of the Institute’s strategic
plans for a long time. How do you
associate it with your research 
activities?
Gérard Giraudon: For INRIA, technology
transfer is not independent of research. 
Both activities are embodied in the Institute’s
culture; they nourish each other. On the one
hand, technology transfer is the result of a
knowledge creation process. On the other
hand, the constant dialogue with socio-
economic organizations, especially companies,
enables us to identify, on the basis of their
technological needs, scientific challenges
that enrich our research policy. Our present
determines their future. Our strategy there-
fore consists of anticipating the requests of
our partners so as to develop the necessary
technology at the right moment. These 
in-depth and continuous exchanges, both
scientific and technological, lead us to deve-
lop and pursue different transfer models.
There is no single path when it comes to
launching an idea into the market.

What is your strategy regarding 
partnerships with large companies? 

In addition to the scientific challenges
posed, the key element of a partnership is 
to ensure the consistency of our respective
R&D strategies. This is the fundamental
condition for establishing a climate of trust
and building a long-term relationship. We
have successfully accomplished this with
Alcatel, France Telecom, Hitachi, Renault 
and Thales, which are all INRIA strategic 
partners.
Our strong participation in the competitive-
ness clusters makes this approach more
indispensable than ever. We are also well
established in Europe, as shown by our 
success in the FP6 programme, and intend to
strengthen our partnerships with European
companies playing a leading role in the field
of ICSTs, and also in the health sector (see
below).

Based on your twenty years of expe-
rience in the creation of technological
innovative companies, what do you
see as the indispensable conditions
for a successful project? 

A technology sufficiently developed to be
offered to potential customers, a well-knit
team to carry out the project, and sufficient
funding to enable the company to take off.
Our expertise enables us to stimulate the
creation of companies within the Institute,
and to efficiently guide emerging companies
through each stage of their development, via
our INRIA-Transfert subsidiary.
In order to provide increased support for 
our start-ups, further promote the quality of 
our technologies through their products and
services, increase the confidence of their
investors, and guide their international 
growth, we have created the “Born of INRIA”
label.

Interview with Gérard Giraudon

Director of Development 

and Industrial Relations.A profitable cooperation

WITH SOCIO-ECONOMIC ACTORS

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND HEALTH: 
A RESOLUTE STRATEGY

Two of the Institute’s seven strategic chal-
lenges are associated with the health sector:
“Living systems modelling” and “Integration
of ICSTs into medical technologies”. In order
to increase exchanges and collaborations
with the health sector and thereby develop
partnerships, the Institute has hired a part-
nership developer in health science and 
technology. In the space of one year, this new
officer has established numerous contacts
with healthcare institutions and research
organisations (for example, with the Curie
Institute). Finally, since 2005, INRIA is also
strongly involved in IHE (Integrating the
Healthcare Enterprise), an international 
initiative bringing together companies and
healthcare users to provide concrete solu-
tions for medical system interoperability.

Calculation of anatomic variability in the brain, 

for a population of 100 subjects    ASCLEPIOS project-team
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Interview with François Brown de Colstoun

Director of European and International Relations.

International ambition 

POWERED BY EXCELLENCE

INRIA’s activities have always been
pursued within an international
perspective. Why?
François Brown de Colstoun: Because
scientific excellence is only meaningful if 
placed in an international context. Let's
consider three concrete examples. Project
evaluation: the evaluation committees are
mostly composed of foreign researchers, and
6 of the 11 external members of the scientific
council are foreign. Recruitment: we cannot
possibly hope to recruit the best researchers
without recruiting abroad. One-third of INRIA
staff members are not French. Publications:
in the field of high-level research, the leading
publications and main events are all interna-
tional. INRIA researchers are constantly
competing with the best research teams in
the world.
Our task is to guide and coordinate research
efforts and initiatives according to internatio-
nal trends, by anticipating changes, preparing
for them, and setting up relations with new
countries.

What are the main objectives of
INRIA’s international initiatives?

Our first objective is to increase the
Institute’s attractiveness. We are therefore
developing our capacity to host more students
and recruit foreign researchers. Our second
objective is to develop partnerships with the
best foreign laboratories. We are currently
engaged in hundreds of bilateral collabo-
rations. Our third objective is to pursue 
geographic priorities. Europe is essential. We
want to be one of the leaders of the European
research space. The United States also
represents an essential partner in the field of
ICSTs. We are also developing our relations
with Asian countries. Their share of worldwide
activity is increasing very rapidly. We main-
tain a very strong partnership with China,
particularly through the LIAMA laboratory.

How do you implement these 
priorities?

In 2005, we hosted 80 trainees from Asia,
the Americas and Eastern Europe within the
scope of the “INRIA internship for internatio-
nal students” programme. We have streng-
thened our bilateral collaboration strategy
through our 'associate team' programme,
which enables INRIA project teams to
conduct research with foreign teams. In late
2005, the programme comprised 42 teams
(see chart below). The scientific quality 
of these teams is evaluated by the COST
international relations workgroup.
In Europe, our research project proposals 
for the 6th Technological Research and
Development Framework Programme RFPs
were extremely successful. INRIA is currently
participating in approximately 100 research
initiatives, including 20 networks of excellen-
ce. Several new partnership agreements
have been signed, namely in Canada (QFRNT:
Quebec Fund for Research on Nature and
Technology) and South America (SECYT:
Argentine Secretariat of Science, Technology
and Productive Innovation).

ISTE QUIDEM VETERES
In December 2005, a programme aimed

at promoting cooperation between France
and South American countries in the fields

of ICST fundamental/applied research and
training was launched in Santiago, Chile.

http://www.cmm.uchile.cl/
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ISTE QUIDEM VETERES

In October 2005, the first prize of the 5th
Scilab Contest was awarded to 5 young

Chinese students during an award cere-
mony in Wuhan, China. The winners were

given the opportunity to participate in the
2005 International Workshop on Scilab

and OpenSource Software Engineering
(workshop minutes published by Springer-

Verlag). (http://www.scilab.org/)

Simulation of free-surface flow     
SMASH project-team



Interview with Françoise Cazenave-Pendaries

Human Resources Director.
Recruiting 

THE BEST

One of INRIA’s objectives is to
attract and recruit the best
researchers and ETAs (engineers,
technicians, and administrative
staff). What factors will contribute
to achieving this objective?
Françoise Cazenave: Increasing the Institute’s
attractiveness is a goal we all share at INRIA.
The human resources department makes a
key contribution by offering motivating career
opportunities, pursuing an active recruitment
policy, and implementing a training policy in
accordance with the requirements of resear-
chers and ETAs.
In 2005, the modification of the Institute’s
statutory mandate opened broader possibili-
ties for researchers recruitment and career
management.

What impact did the statutory
decree of May 2005 have on recruit-
ment and career management?

The decree authorises the decentralisa-
tion of the recruitment selection process, thus
giving research units greater flexibility in this
respect. It also enables the preselection of
applications, increasing our selectivity.
More importantly, it changes the seniority
rules, allowing faster access to class 1
researcher ranks. It formalises INRIA’s 
capacity to very quickly promote young
researchers, an essential factor of attractive-
ness for scientific careers.

After a limited campaign in 2005,
will recruitment pick up again at
INRIA?

Yes, the recruitment campaign in 2006 
will be much more extensive. In 2005, we
recruited 8 senior research scientists and 
17 class-2 research scientists. 

In 2006, with the budget granted, we will be
able to offer 48 research scientists positions
(9 class-1 research scientists, 26 class-2
research scientists and 13 class-2 senior
research scientists) and 80 research support
positions. A significant portion of these 
positions will concern the three sites of INRIA
Futurs research units.

What is your training policy?
With the development of international

cooperation and the increased hosting of
foreign researchers, the use of English has
become very common in research teams.
Fluency in English at all levels and in all 
activities (researchers, information technicians)
will eventually become indispensable.
PPP strategy: INRIA wishes to support all
employees with professional and personal
project (PPPs). This strategy covers a wide
range of possible initiatives (validation of
experience acquired, professional skill
assessments, professional leaves of absence
for training, job-finding assistance for 
associate engineers, etc.) to encourage
employees to actively pursue professional
projects.
This strategy is not intended to offer profes-
sional changes, but rather to provide the
means for employees to develop and 
implement professional projects.
We have also pursued our investigation of
management strategies based on the specific
characteristics of the research environment
and the Institute’s organisation
.
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Evolutionary fractal image design station      

COMPLEX team

SOCIAL DIALOGUE
Two agreements have been signed with 
syndicate organisations to jointly define and
specify application procedures for syndicate
laws:

Protocol agreement on the use of new
information and communication technologies

Protocol agreement on exemptions from
service

PARITY AT INRIA
Despite the fact that computer science is
attracting less female students, over 15% of
INRIA’s high-level researchers are women,
and two of its regional research units are
managed by women. In 2005, the Institute
launched several studies on this subject.



What are the challenges associated
with communication in a research
organisation?
Jean-Pierre Verjus: We must constantly
strive to communicate and explain our activi-
ties to all publics. Information technology is
becoming increasingly widespread, and for
many people it merely consists of PCs readily
available in supermarkets. In the best of
cases, information technology simplifies 
everyday life. In the worst of cases, it contri-
butes to the elimination of jobs. Computer
science is a genuine field of research and
technological development. It fosters techno-
logical advances and company creations, 
thereby constituting a very significant source
of economic development and employment.
It produces innovation in numerous fields 
and has become indispensable in nearly 
all sectors of human activity. Certain 
automobiles manufactured today contain
over 40 microprocessors. Video games are an
extraordinary source of innovation in image

processing and virtual reality techniques
usable in other sectors of activity. INRIA
strongly contributes to these developments,
and it is our responsibility to explain them.
We have also decided to communicate more
strongly about our model, which enables 
the coexistence of fundamental research,
technology transfer and company creation
processes within the same research project
team. In 2005, the Institute celebrated 
20 years of company creation, with a total 
of 80 companies created over this period.
Several start-up creators joined us to cele-
brate this vitality.

How can complex scientific concepts
be explained to the general public?

We are a research organisation and as
such have always privileged researcher 
spokesmen. Our researchers make an extra-
ordinary effort to explain our activities (for
example, through “Interstices”, our scientific
popularisation website launched in 2004). In
2005, we collaborated on a special issue of
Phosphore (scientific magazine published 
by Bayard) devoted to digital science and 

Interview with Jean-Pierre Verjus

Director of Scientific 
Information 

and Communication.

Promoting 

our research activit
ies

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
TOOLS FOR DIFFERENT PUBLICS

RECURRENT INRIA PUBLICATIONS:
Interstices, scientific popularisation website intended for the
general public: 
http://interstices.info/

INédit, two-monthly publication intended for our industrial partners:
http://www.inria.fr/actualites/inedit/index.en.html

Bleu INRIA, monthly newsletter for public decision-makers.

Ercim News, quarterly review published by ERCIM (European
research consortium comprising 17 computer science and mathe-
matics research institutes), intended for European scientific and
industrial entities:
http://www.ercim.org/index.html

INRIA majeures, internal newsletter of the executive committee,
informing INRIA personnel.

Fréquence INRIA, internal electronic bulletin offering an exhaustive
review of national and local news concerning the Institute.

INRIA annual report
http://www.inria.fr/inria/rapportannuel/ran

specifically intended for youths, since we
observe an increasing abandonment of
scientific career paths, especially by female
students. We adapt our communication 
strategy with the level of scientific simplifica-
tion required for each public.

How do you develop communication
and scientific information for resear-
cher publics?

We have voluntarily engaged in an open
archive strategy in partnership with the
CNRS. Over 1000 documents are currently
accessible to the entire research community.
In addition, for the past 10 years, we have
deployed a reporting tool for the publication
of annual team reports on the Internet. In
2005, we developed a prototype to automati-
cally extract information concerning the
Institute from the RAWeb.

PUBLICATIONS PUBLISHED IN 2005:
“From research to innovative companies - Born of INRIA”
(brochure on company creation at INRIA, intended for economic and
public decision-makers).

“Digital sciences” (brochure prepared with Phosphore magazine,
aimed at young people).

“J.L. Lions, an exceptional mathematician”, by Amy Dahan
Dalmedico (work covering the career of INRIA's first chairman, 
available in bookstores, for all publics).

“Welcome to INRIA” (national booklet for newly recruited 
personnel).

FILMS PRODUCED IN 2005 :
“Raw material” (film presenting computer science research
activities at INRIA, for all publics).

“Innovation creators” (film on researchers dedicated to
creating innovative companies, for all publics).

Various films on research projects, for scientific and industrial
publics.

INRIA website: www.inria.fr



The LOLF (Organic Law on Finance
Laws) passed in 2006 significantly
modifies the management of public
organisations. How will it affect
INRIA?
Daniel Naccache: The LOLF’s new budgetary
and accounting framework (NCBC) is appli-
cable to all scientific and technological public
establishments (EPSTs) as of January 2006.
It brings about fundamental changes in how
the Institute is managed. The budgetary 
framework shifts from a resource-oriented 
to a goal-oriented approach. This will make
the Institute's strategic decisions much more
applicable through managerial and budget
decisions. The NCBC affects our relations of
transparency and our responsibilities with
supervising ministries, but its implementation
will allow us to define our management
actions.

What are the most significant
changes?

One of the main changes concerns our
management of payroll and personnel
expenses. With the former system, the
supervising ministries fixed our number of
staff. With the NCBC, only the salary mass
and the number of full-time equivalent hours
are fixed. The Institute has full responsibility
for allocating this salary mass. Another
important change is that the NCBC imposes
a more detailed description of expenses. 
With the former system, research project
operating budgets were non-differentiated.
With the new framework, we adopt an 
individualised perspective (e.g., according to
research unit or priority research theme). 
We can also differentiate research support
expenses from operating expenses. The last

noteworthy change concerns the concept 
of asymmetric fungibility, whereby we can 
allocate state budget funds intended for 
salaries to operating expenses, but not vice
versa.
On the whole, the NCBC gives us better real-
time visibility of our management process.

Did implementing NCBC require
major changes?

The main challenge was making the new
information system work within the old
accounting framework for financial year
2005, while at the same time laying the
groundwork for the changes to be imple-
mented at the start of 2006. The teams at our
headquarters and at the research units all
joined forces to define the characteristics 
of the NCBC information system. They also
managed the new system, which still had 
a lot of imperfections, on a daily basis. 
During this time, we also had to develop
management tools, which we'll need to adapt
to any changes in the new budget framework.

Your 2006 budget shows an increase
over the previous budget. For what
purpose?

The new budget privileges employment
with the creation of 170 new positions. 
Nearly half of these positions will be devoted
to developing the INRIA Futurs research 
unit, namely through the implementation 
of support services vital to research. The 
new budget allows for a major real-estate 
programme for the setting up of INRIA Futurs
research units in Lille, Bordeaux and Saclay.

Interview with Daniel Naccache

Administrative and Financial Director.

AN institu
te 

prepared FOR CHANGES

Payroll and personnel expenses: 50%
Operating expenses*: 34%
Scientific and real estate 
investment: 16%

2005 expenses
(in millions of euros)

* Research unit support services
(maintenance, logistics, etc.) and
research team operations.

State funds: 110.73
78%
Self-financed resources: 31.64
22% including:

Research contracts: 20.17
Patents and licenses: 0.95
Local authority subsidies: 7.24
Other sources: 3.28

2005 resources 
(in millions of euros)
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Bio-inspired sensorial processing: 

Visualisation of neural activity in the olfactive

system of mice     CORTEX project-team



SELECTED

PRIZES AND NOMINATIONS

Alain Frisch was awarded the 2005 SPECIF
Prize for his thesis, “Theory, design and imple-
mentation of a programming language adapted to
XML” (University Paris VII), which he completed at
LIENS (a computer science laboratory at the Ecole
Normale Supérieure in Paris) as part of INRIA’s
CRISTAL project.

François Baccelli (TREC project) was elected
member of the French Academy of Science.

David Guiraud (DEMAR project) was awarded
the 2005 ICST bronze medal by the CNRS (national
centre for scientific research).

Rose Dieng-Kuntz was the winner of the 2005
Irène Joliot-Curie Prize. The French Ministry for
Research and EADS (European Aeronautics and
Defence and Space Company) award this prize to a
woman who has distinguished herself in her career
and her contributions to science. Rose Dieng-Kuntz
is currently a Senior Research Scientist at INRIA
and Scientific Leader for the ACACIA project-team
at the Sophia Antipolis research unit.

The French Academy of Science awarded the 2005
Marcel Dassault Prize to Alain Dervieux for 
the quality of his work. He is a Senior Research
Scientist at INRIA (TROPICS project) and specia-
lizes in numerical fluid mechanics. Alain Dervieux
is the inventor of the finite element-volume
method.

Philippe Jacquet and Paul Mühlethaler
(HIPERCOM project) were awarded the 2004 Science
and Defence Prize on 7 October, 2005, for their
research on wireless networks and ad hoc mobile
networks.

Jérôme Chailloux, a former Senior Research
Scientist at INRIA, was named Director of ERCIM
(European Research Consortium for Informatics
and Mathematics). This consortium was founded by
INRIA and now oversees W3C Europe. ERCIM is
headquartered at INRIA’s Sophia Antipolis site,
where the W3C Europe team is also based.

Vincent Quint, a Senior Research Scientist at
INRIA, became co-leader of W3C’s Technical
Architecture Group (TAG) on 1 February, 2005.
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Wireless NETWORKS:
RANDOMNESS AND GEOMETRY

The extraordinary growth of mobile telephony is a source

of new challenges for INRIA researchers. Themes include

network organization, signal compression, radio resource

allocation, etc. 

François Baccelli is developing mathematical methods

based on random geometry for evaluating wireless 

network performance. His work fosters a rich exchange

between the “new physics” of telecommunications and

research in applied mathematics.

INRIA-FRANCE TELECOM : A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

France Telecom is one of INRIA's strategic partners. The Institute collaborates

with several industry groups on numerous projects. About 30 INRIA teams are

currently involved in such projects, collaborating in various ways:

Spontaneous collaboration between researchers, like the collaborative effort

that produced the work on UMTS network capacity.

One or two-year research contracts on themes mutually selected and 

developed by the researchers of both groups.

Joint laboratories, such as CORSO. INRIA and France Telecom researchers

work together at CORSO, which is based at INRIA Sophia Antipolis and focuses

on optical communications.

This type of rich, diverse partnership is essential for INRIA, giving it the 

opportunity to create new research areas, build coherence in the activities of 

different groups and measure basic research against real-world problems.

FRANÇOIS BACCELLI

Member of the French Academy of Science, 

Senior Research Scientist at INRIA Rocquencourt,

Scientific Leader for the TREC project-team and 

Scientific Coordinator for the INRIA-France Telecom

partnership.

François.Baccelli@inria.fr

TR
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RANDOM DISTRIBUTION

For François Baccelli, “Researchers awareness of the
questions that communication industry groups ask
themselves is one of the primary driving forces behind
research. Today, trying to answer these questions is
just as interesting as contributing to the development 
of a given theory.” Mobile telephony has a special 
relationship with random geometry. While we know the
precise location of equipment in fixed networks, this is
not the case for mobile networks. In wireless, cellular
and Wi-Fi networks, the operator knows the position of
base stations but has no control over user position.
Moreover, when a mobile phone connects to the 
network, the nature of radio transmission is such that 
an interference field is produced, affecting both the 
incoming and outgoing throughput available to all
phones. Throughput thus depends on network geometry,
which varies with user movement in a random way. This
observation led researchers to develop new random
geometry tools, adapted to the specific characteristics of
mobile networks.

DIMENSIONING UMTS NETWORKS

François Baccelli, who joined INRIA in 1979, has long
been interested in point processes and random geometry.
In collaboration with Bartek Blaszczyszyn, another
researcher working on the TREC project, he developed 
a new model of random geometry for cellular networks
in 2000. Shortly thereafter, he met Mohammed Karray
from France Telecom R&D. The productive collaboration
between the three researchers led to several publications
and patents and ultimately to the creation of software
called SERT (Spatial Erlang for Real Time services). This
random geometry tool is currently used by Orange to
dimension UMTS networks, manage installed capacity
and prepare for new investments.
In 1999 François Baccelli created the TREC project in 
collaboration with the Ecole Normale Supérieure where
he taught. This project is a synergistic blend of basic
research on probabilistic models, approaches to problems
in performance assessment and network optimization,
and ideas for novel protocols and network architectures.
“Underlying our research are novel questions which
develop from our interactions with industry groups and
operators. That's why the international community sees
our work as innovative,” he explains. “Power control
across wireless networks, for example, is a very real
problem for operators. There is large-scale international
research in this area.” The objective is to identify 
transmission levels which allow as many users as 
possible to optimally share a network's radio resources.

THE GEOMETRY OF SELF-ORGANIZATION

In 2005, TREC launched a collaboration with INTEL 
on access networks that self-organize from a group of
Wi-Fi base stations, some of which are connected to the
Internet. The research aims to develop algorithms for
optimizing the association between mobile devices and
these base stations, given that the closest base station
may not necessarily be the best option if it is overloaded.
To achieve this objective,  the system requires entirely
decentralized algorithms which use local information on
access points, base stations and mobile devices and
automatically determine the best channel, the best
association and the best means of accessing the
Internet.
We are moving towards networks that will “know” how 
to organize themselves to maximize the overall social
benefit. Each connected mobile device will contribute to
infrastructure, the overall geometry of which will vary
according to user position. The ABC (Always Best
Connected) concept has sparked several new lines of
research in this field. It would allow each mobile device to
choose the best means of access: UMTS, Wi-Fi or mobile
ad hoc network. ABC requires new representations of 
networks and algorithms that exploit the specifics of time
and place to send and receive Internet information as 
efficiently as possible.

Since 2003, François Baccelli has been a scientific
consultant for N2Nsoft, a “Born of INRIA” start-up he 
co-founded with Dohy Hong, a former TREC researcher,
and Daniel Kofman from ENST (national telecommuni-
cations school). N2Nsoft has developed applications
based on the team's results in simulating major IP 
networks and sharing bandwidth. ““Network physics”
have changed dramatically in the past five years, 
both in fixed networks and radio access,” he notes.
“Controlling these systems will require new mathema-
tical models, new simulation tools and increasingly 
distributed algorithms.” In other words, François
Baccelli, elected member of the French Academy of
Science in 2005, is comfortable moving between basic
research and its applications.
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Graphics:
A FRANCO-AMERICAN
RESEARCH EFFORT

The computer graphics field is very dynamic. There are multiple areas of industrial

application, from entertainment to computer-aided design. 

Several INRIA teams work in this domain. Computer graphics re
search in France has

been particularly fru
itful, a tribute to French modelling and mathematical expertise.

The same can be said of American research. François Sillion, who created the ARTIS

project in 2003, specializes in finding novel methods for creating computer graphics.

He has developed informal ties with MIT's Computer Science Laboratory over the last

20 years, co
ordinating student exchanges, gatherings among researchers, co

llective

publications, etc
. In the late 1990s, an INRIA student went to MIT to do post-doctoral

research. He stayed there, reinforcing collaboration between the two teams. In 2003,

the Associate Teams programme took the INRIA-MIT exchange to the next level.

ASSOCIATE TEAMS
The Associate Teams programme was

created by INRIA to help its project teams

collaborate internationally and to provide

support for such efforts over a three-year

period.Selected for their scientific potential, the

partnerships receive specific funding allowing

student exchanges, research-related travel

and visiting positions for researchers from

the associate team. The programme is very

dynamic: 42 associate teams are currently

funded by INRIA.

A
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FRANÇOIS SILLION

Senior Research Scientist at INRIA

Rhône-Alpes, created the ARTIS

project-team in 2003. He is also a 

member of COST (INRIA's Scientific

and Technological Orientation Council).

François.Sillion@inria.fr

“When the Associate Teams programme was created by
INRIA, I immediately knew it would allow us to do a lot
more,” explains François Sillion. “One of its strengths is
the exchange programme for students and researchers.
They learn that informal experiences like sharing a desk
and participating in a work group can be very important.
The exchange of ideas generates new insight. Exchange
programmes are much more conducive to research
than teleconferencing or e-mail.”

GRAPHICAL STYLES

Starting in 2003, the researchers' output began to reflect
this dynamics. Some of the most striking results involved
“expressive images”. This novel theme had just emerged
in the research community. The goal was not to produce
photorealistic images but to obtain an “expressive ren-
dering” that effectively communicated a given message:
clear images for a maintenance manual, expressive
images for an architectural project, etc. INRIA and MIT
became involved in this domain together. Their research
has led to several widely cited publications and has been
applied in software called Freestyle, which allows users
to define and manipulate the notion of style. With
Freestyle, users can coherently apply an expressive 
graphic style to images via a 3D model. Freestyle has
numerous applications, including animation and image
production. Researchers on both sides of the Atlantic are
working to enhance it.

LIGHT PHENOMENA

Working with MIT, the ARTIS project team has done 
in-depth research on light phenomena. In this theme
area, a historic one for the project, researchers try to 
better understand and model lighting in order to improve
photorealistic image production. The joint research
resulted in the presentation of an important paper at the
SIGGRAPH conference in 2005. The researchers proposed
analysing lighting phenomena in terms of frequency.
Their partners began laying the groundwork for potential
applications using this basic research. One of the pro-
blems in photorealistic image production is the large
amount of computer resources required. Because real
time is essential for interactive, simulation and gaming
uses, image production with limited resources is a
necessity. In its analysis of lighting problems, the team
tries to identify those lighting phenomena which must be
taken into consideration because they are visible, and
those which can be ignored, in order to limit computation.

The INRIA-MIT partnership has also led to significant
advances in using images to produce, simplify and
enhance models. Developing simplified models was the
subject of a paper presented at SIGGRAPH 2003. 
With this research, much of a model's complexity can 
be avoided with no effect on the image. The algorithm
developed by the researchers includes error control and
a reliability guarantee.

COMPLEMENTARITY

“Our two teams at MIT and INRIA are very comple-
mentary,” explains François Sillion. “Our research has
been the big winner.” The researchers got acquainted
very quickly. The collaborative work was nourished by a
group dynamics encouraging ongoing exchange across
cultures, methods and ideas. Both teams went much
further in their ideas than they might have had they
stuck to their respective sides of the Atlantic.
At INRIA, because the Associated Teams programme
usually supports projects for three years, the MIT-INRIA
partnership was assessed in December 2005. For
François Sillion “Given the level of collaboration we 
had attained, it was out of the question to stop working
together.” The associate team assessment group within
COST and the European and International Relations
Department felt the same way and will continue supporting
the team, which also obtained new funding in the United
States. “INRIA project teams should take advantage of
this programme even more,” concludes François Sillion,
who also presides over the project committee of INRIA
Rhône-Alpes. “It extends partnerships into the long
term and gives them more notoriety.”
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Formal computation:
COMPUTER SCIENCE
IN SERVICE OF THE TRUTH

A PARTNERSHIP FOR BASIC

RESEARCHMicrosoft Research and INRIA signed a

partnership agreement in April 2005 

whereby a joint laboratory will be created

in Saclay, France, for basic research. This

will give Georges Gonthier and Benjamin

Werner the opportunity to pursue their

collaboration on formal proofs.

1852
1879

1960s
1976

1980s
1990s

1995
Late 2004

The four colour

theorem 

is conjectured.

Publication 

of the 

Begriffsschrift,

a book by

Gottlob Frege.

Birth of modern

mathematical

logic.

N.J. de Bruijn

develops

Automath 

software, 

the first proof

assistant.

Appel 

and Haken 

are the first 

to prove 

the four colour

theorem using

computers.

Methods based

on mathematical

reasoning 

are used to

prove program

properties.

Coq 

is developed 

at INRIA.

Robertson,

Sanders,

Seymour 

and Thomas

propose a more

streamlined

version of 

the proof of 

the four colour

theorem.

Georges

Georges

Gonthier 

and Benjamin

Werner

construct 

the formal proof 

of the theorem

of four colours

using 

Coq software.

LO
G
IC

A
L In late 2004, Georges Gonthier announ-

ced the completion of the formal proof of

the four colour theorem, used for centuries

by geographers. This proof was verified

through software called Coq, which was

created and developed at INRIA. Coq is 

the result of research by Georges Gonthier

(a former INRIA research scientist, today

with Microsoft Research) and Benjamin

Werner (INRIA).
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WHAT IS MATHEMATICAL TRUTH?
When a mathematician demonstrates a theorem, he or
she is usually making an informal declaration to peers
with the same cultural background. By reading and
understanding the demonstration, they collectively
assume the proof exists and the theorem is true.
However, as humans are prone to error, couldn't the
mathematician have made a mistake? Emerging in the
late 19th century, logic, a current of mathematical
thought, introduced a new dimension to this line of 
reasoning. By breaking a demonstration down into its
basic elements, simple syntactical rules are sufficient to
verify its correctness. “Mathematical proofs are them-
selves mathematical objects whose verification is based
on well understood and unambiguous syntactic rules,”
explains Benjamin Werner. This would suggest that
mathematical truth is an exact concept. Unfortunately,
the method was impracticable in the late 1800s, given
that lines and lines of logical sequences are necessary to
formally prove a modern theorem. Human readers
would be incapable of following the demonstration.

FORMAL PROOFS ARE AT HOME IN COMPUTER
MEMORIES

The rapid development of computers has transformed
the way mathematicians approach the problem.
“Computers can manipulate large quantities of elemen-
tary deductions without losing track. And it turns out
that the logical formalism developed by logicians is very
close to data structures used by computer scientists,”
Benjamin Werner explains. It was a perfect fit. Formal
proofs can now be constructed, verified and stored in
computer memories.
What's the point of all this? While initial work focused on
mathematical theorems, researchers are today finding
important applications, for example proving that a com-
puter program does indeed have the properties it was
designed for. In certain sectors such as the aerospace
industry and medicine, this kind of program certification
is an essential security guarantee. Program certification
is a focus area of numerous research teams around the
world. INRIA has been a driving force in this field, with
the development of Coq software by the like-named
team. Coq is one of leading tools of its kind and is 
currently available as open source. For Benjamin Werner,
certification services are a key domain of application for
this research. The start-up Trusted Logic was created
around this very activity.

LOGIC AND COMPUTATION

In parallel, formal methods are once again being used 
to validate complex computations.
Computer science has not only allowed the construction
of formal proofs, it has also transformed mathematical
demonstrations, which increasingly include a calculation
program. Demonstrating that a number is prime is one
example. “INobody would even think of trying to prove
that 2 to the power 22596495-1 is a prime number
without using computers,” explains Benjamin Werner.
“We can only hope to prove that the program used 
does in fact uphold this conclusion.”

This is also the case for the four colour theorem, a
conjecture proposed in 1852. It simply states that using
one colour per country, a world map can always be
coloured in such a way that no two adjacent countries
are the same colour. For years no one was able to
demonstrate what everyone observed. The first widely
accepted proof came in 1976. It identifies 1,476 particular
cases. At the time, it took the computer 1,200 hours to
process them and complete the demonstration. A slightly
more efficient variation was proposed in 1995. It involved
a mathematical text written in natural language, into
which a computer program was inserted to check the
conclusions. What was the status of this demonstration?
How could it be verified and formally proven?

Benjamin Werner tackled this problem alongside
Georges Gonthier, who pursued this work after joining
Microsoft Research in the United Kingdom. They first
demonstrated that Coq was able to construct the formal
proof of the “computer” part of the demonstration. Then
they worked on constructing the proof for the more 
traditional mathematical part, producing in January
2005 the first complete formal proof of the four colour
theorem.
The Coq team has generated two new project teams. 
One of them, PROVAL, works on proofs of program 
properties. The other, LOGICAL (logic and computation),
focuses its research on the logical formalism and 
the continued development of Coq software, which is
currently in its eighth version. 
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERCorese immediately sparked the interest of several

industrial colleagues who hoped to create a start-up

based on this software. There's no way Rose Dieng-

Kuntz could forget the technological transfer of the 

initial research on the expert system shell SMECI in

which she has previously taken part: the start-up Ilog,

which Pierre Haren created to bring these results 

to market, has achieved a great success both from 

technological and financial viewpoints. The initiators 

of the start-up e-Core project collaborated with the

ACACIA project-team for analysing Corese and for 

fine-tuning a project that would be both visible and

intelligible in the market. “We were convinced that a

start-up couldn't be built around a generic solution,”

Rose Dieng-Kuntz explains. So the aim of the future

enterprise was to offer a dedicated skills management 

solution for human resources, among other areas. 

In 2004, the e-Core project won a national competition

for new innovative technology enterprises sponsored

by the French Ministry for Research. It then received

support from the Paca-Est business incubator. In 2005,

the project found a leader gathering the necessary 

funding; e-Core could finally get down to business.

ROSE DIENG-KUNTZSenior Research Scientist atINRIA Sophia Antipolis, createdthe ACACIA project-team in 1992.Rose.Dieng@inria.fr

Knowledge management:
CORPORATE MEMORIES

How can Web resources be made intelligible to

computers, as they are to humans? Search

engines mainly rely on keywords to access the

extraordinary amount of information and knowledge

available on the Web. If the semantics of each

document were made explicit, could search engines

rely on this meaning? The Corese search engine,

developed by the ACACIA team (lead by Rose Dieng-

Kuntz), is
 built on this vision of a semantic Web.

1991

1996
1998

1999
2000/02

2002/05
2006

The term
“ontology” is first 

mentioned inthe “knowledgeengineering”community.

1992

The ACACIAproject 
is launched at INRIA 

Sophia Antipolis.

ACACIA 
formalizes its triangularapproach 

to knowledgemanagement:documents,ontology, 
knowledge base.

The XML 
language 
is created.

Tim Berners-Leepresents 
his vision of theSemantic Web.

W3C publishes itsrecommendationon RDF (ResourceDescriptionFramework);ACACIA developsCorese.

2000: The firstversion of Coreseis released.
ACACIA 
completes the first editionof its collectivepublication on knowledgemanagement.

The Europeanproject CoMMA(CorporateMemory
Managementthrough Agents),based on 

the “CorporateSemantic Web”approach deve-loped by theACACIA team, is launched.

2002/04: INRIAsupports Corese’sdevelopmentthrough 
a Software
DevelopmentOperation.

2002/05: TheRNRT KMP projectis achieved. It's the broadestCorese applicationto date. e-Core 
is created.



especially those based on the XML language.” Following
W3C’s activities very closely, Rose Dieng-Kuntz and 
her team watched the notion of the Semantic Web take
shape. Their own work was part of the same movement.
A language was needed to represent ontologies and
annotations. The first version of RDF - Resource
Description Framework, the basic language of the
Semantic Web, recommended by W3C in 1999 - was built
around principles very similar to the conceptual graph
formalism used by the ACACIA project-team since its
creation. ACACIA thus chose to build on translation 
between the two formalisms to take advantage of all its
earlier work. In developing the semantic search engine
Corese, ACACIA researchers (especially Olivier Corby)
rapidly came up with a first version of the software that
was compatible with W3C recommendations. Corese
became available in 2000. “We participated in several
European projects, such as CoMMA, which allowed us
to refine and test Corese with the help of high quality, 
international collaborators,” recalls Rose Dieng-Kuntz.
Corese allows not only exact searches but also approxi-
mate searches in the documents of a corporate memory.
It has been used in a dozen real-world applications, like
the KmP system and the MEAT project. The dedicated
KmP system, for dynamic cartography of inter-enterprise
skills, involves a dozen Telecom Valley companies and 
is thus currently Corese's most significant application.
The MEAT project involves experiment memories for 
biologists working on DNA chips. Corese applications
involve various domains (telecommunications, biology,
medicine, construction, automotive industry, etc.) and
diverse scenarios (project memories, experiment 
memories, technology watch, knowledge management,
e-learning, etc.)
In the area of knowledge management and the Semantic
Web, ACACIA is currently one of the most respected
research teams in the world.  The team's collective book
on this theme has become a reference book for resear-
chers and companies. Since 2004, the team has been
involved in some of the W3C work groups, such as the
group on Semantic Web best practices.
“Today more and more informal communities are 
developing and sharing knowledge through the Web,”
notes Rose Dieng-Kuntz, who is currently doing in-depth
research to preserve the memories of these communities.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Rose Dieng-Kuntz joined INRIA in 1985 to work on expert
systems. In 1992, with her colleagues Olivier Corby and
Alain Giboin, she created the ACACIA project-team, which
focused on knowledge acquisition, first for expert systems
then for building corporate memories. “In talking to
industry groups we realized that they weren't so much
interested in developing expert systems as they were 
in improving how knowledge was shared within their
companies. This knowledge is often tacit. To make it
accessible to everyone, you have to locate it, make it
explicit, model it and, in some cases, formalize it. That's
how we became interested in corporate memories.”
For example, the team worked with Renault who wanted
to capitalize on knowledge created during a vehicle 
project. The automaker used a database to keep track of
how the project's technical problems were handled. Very
quickly it found itself with an enormous mass of textual
fields and it needed to exploit them effectively.

A TRIANGULAR APPROACH: 
TOWARDS THE “CORPORATE SEMANTIC WEB”
In the beginning, the ACACIA researchers approached
the problem of corporate memories using a three-pronged
strategy centred on a document base, an ontology and a
knowledge base. Later, as they evolved towards a
“Corporate Semantic Web” approach, the knowledge base
became a base of semantic annotations about the docu-
ments. An ontology describes the concepts common to an
area of business or a domain of knowledge. From the
ontology, created either manually or semi-automatically,
a base of semantic annotations is constructed, associa-
ting each document with descriptions of its semantic
content or its context. Reasoning over the ontology and
the annotations will then allow these documents to be
searched in a relevant way. This approach was used in
the SAMOVAR project in collaboration with Renault.

SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINES

In the 1990s, the Web was in a stage of deployment.
“The Web was considered as a privileged way to share
knowledge,” notes Rose Dieng-Kuntz. “We felt it was
important to tie our work to new Web technologies,
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Computer science
AND DATA

The development of new IT concepts, systems and

architectures represents a constant challenge for

researchers working on data management. Data are

now multimedia. They must be stored and shared.

Reliability 
must be checked across increasingly 

distrib
uted and heterogeneous sys

tems, such as peer-

to-peer architectures. Access must be organized from

multiple terminals which now are often mobile.

Patrick Valduriez and the ATLAS project-team work in

these domains, combining research and technology

transfer in an ongoing effort to improve functionality

and performance.

AN OFF-SITE PROJECT

The ATLAS project-te
am was created in

January 2004 by INRIA's Rennes research

unit. It is based at LINA, the Nantes

Laboratory fo
r Computer Science, which is

common to CNRS, University of Nantes

and Ecole des Mines of Nantes. Patrick

Valduriez is also Vice Director of LINA.

“Even though we aren't based at INRIA, the

Institute's remarkable organisation affords

us the same work en
vironment while allowing

us to stay close to University of Nantes”,

where six of the team members teach.

With this system, teaching and research

schedules ca
n be coo

rdinated more e
ffecti

vely.

.

A
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A
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TRANSFORMING DATA MODELS

In 2002, Thales recognized the need for interoperability
between its multiple software tools. Interoperability is
one of the major challenges in computer science. The
ATLAS team had already embarked on an innovative
course: interoperability between tools using data. Two
systems can be made interoperable using the data
model they share if the model is independent of the 
systems. This approach requires control over how the
model is engineered.
The Thales teams used several tools to develop their
applications. They produced models that were represen-
tations of these programs. Thales' problem led ATLAS
researchers to develop languages which transform
these models and make it possible to echange between
them. ATLAS had been exploring this area for over ten
years. In 2005, researchers completed work on ATL,
Atlas Transformation Language. ATL was validated in
the MDR/NetBeans and Eclipse/EMF environments.
With ATL, developers can integrate programs developed 
by different tools or reuse models produced for other
applications.
What makes this transformation language even more
significant is that in the IT world “there is no one data
model that meets every requirement,” Patrick Valduriez
explains. “For some applications, there are relational 
databases; others have object models. Web services 
have XML databases.”

TRANSFERRING TECHNOLOGY AS OPEN SOURCE

ATL is currently available as open source through the
Eclipse/GMT project. There are about 100 active users. It
is already used by major players such as Thales, Airbus,
Ilog and NASA/JLP but also by educational institutions
and several SME, not to mention the numerous users
among doctoral students in Europe and North America.
“We design algorithms and validate them, then 
implement them as prototypes on a platform. We've
decided to offer these prototypes as open source to
maximize their utilization. We don't always know who's
using them, but we're involved in adapting them to 
the requirements of many industry groups and defining 
specific tools. Open source also lets us share advances.
We use prototypes which are already developed and
available as open source for the prototypes we're deve-
loping, which we also make available as open source.”

The team adopted the same approach during its partner-
ship with Prologue Software, whose objective was to
offer applications as an ASP (Application Service
Provider). Prologue Software wanted to take existing
applications, along with their databases, and make 
them available to users on a hosted site without having
to modify them. ATLAS research led to a tool for non-
intrusive data replication, RepDB*, capable of operating
on different systems. It is currently available as open
source. There were more than 150 downloads during the
first weeks of availability. 

“We work in an area dominated by the need for new
applications,” explains Patrick Valduriez. “Our research
is driven by real-world problems. You can't develop 
algorithms for managing data structures without 
knowing what they'll be used for. That's why we work 
closely with industry groups, always setting high s
cientific goals. We want to get results we can publish
and transfer to our partners. Papers published in 
journals or presented at international conferences are
essential to guaranteeing the scientific value of our
work. Through our project, we aim to strengthen the
continuum between research and the transfer of 
technology to industry.”

In a domain where the major databases suppliers are 
all in North America, scientific publications are the key
to maintaining notoriety in the international research 
community. Technology transfer also plays a role. For
example, from 1995 to 2000, Patrick Valduriez coordina-
ted a GIE, or economic interest group, called Dyade.
Created by Bull and INRIA and involving 50 researchers
and engineers, its objective was to transfer technology
in the area of distributed information systems. This GIE
led to the development of Disco software (Patrick
Valduriez is one of its creators) and the transfer of the
technology to the start-up Kelkoo, currently the leading
European buying guide on the Internet.

“This kind of success story is why we should keep 
working on data management, even if North American
industrial teams dominate the field, and even if our 
students often go to work for the major database 
suppliers. This kind of success also helps develop our
notoriety,” concludes Patrick Valduriez, who intends to
continue his research on model-driven data engineering
for the new kinds of distributed systems like clusters,
grids and the Web.
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INRIA AND THE 6TH FPRTD

The objective of INRIA's European policy 

is to be one of the key players in the

European Research Area. Its European

Relations team is involved in defining and

implementing this policy.

In the area of the Framework Programme

for Research and Tech
nological Development

(FPRTD), European Relations offers 
incentive

to resea
rch teams by informing them of 

releva
nt initiatives 

and by offerin
g help and

support to those who wish to submit 

proposals. European Relations works very

actively with the Commission, especially 

with expert g
roups whose ro

le is 
to define 

priorities
 for upcoming calls for proposals

within the presen
t FPRTD, or for the next

FPRTD.

As part of 6
th FPRTD, INRIA is involved in

almost 100 European projects. More than

80 of them are in the Information Society

Technologies theme area.

Computation grids:
EUROPEAN RESEARCH
LEADS THE WAY

The European approach to the large-scale 

computing networks called computational grids

is clearly in
novative. While they are developed

for their computing power in the United States,

European research teams are exploring their

applicative potential: distributed databases,

middleware, Web services, etc. To
 reinforce the

research dynamic in this domain, the European

Union funded a network of excellence, CoreGRID,

in 2004. Thierry P
riol is the network’s scientific

coordinator.
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Clearly, exchange is fundamental. The CoreGRID 
network allows participating teams to be more aware 
of each other's activities; one team's results can directly
influence another's progress. “In Europe, there are
many more teams working in this area than in the
United States. By coordinating these teams more 
effectively, we'll also have greater notoriety,” Thierry
Priol explains. Student exchange is a key element in 
the programme, making cooperation an integral part of
research activities. If two teams are working jointly on 
a theme, for example, CoreGRID can finance a post-
doctoral researcher who will spend nine months in one
laboratory then nine months in another.

RESEARCH AREAS

CoreGRID has established six research areas, all aimed
at improving grid computing software: data and know-
ledge management, programming models, systems
architecture, resource and workflow monitoring services,
resource management, and environments and systems.
Networks of excellence are not intended to finance
applications. Nor do they aim to develop equipment 
per se, as does the French project Grid' 5 000, part of 
the GRID ACI, is a project in which Thierry Priol is 
also involved. It plans to deploy a network of 5,000 
processors to implement an experimental computing
tool unlike any other in the world. “Networks of excellen-
ce, however, will facilitate access to existing infrastruc-
ture for research teams,” he points out.
As for computer scientists' dreams of harnessing 
computing power in the same way we currently harness
electrical power, he doesn't want to see grids limited to
being supercomputers, which they will never completely
replace. In addition to their power, grids facilitate the
sharing of data and applications across communities
and beyond geographical or institutional borders.
Within the PARIS project team Thierry Priol created at
INRIA Rennes/IRISA, researchers focus on software
component models which facilitate grid software deve-
lopment. “CoreGRID has also led us towards other
research questions,” he notes, “such as how data mana-
gement within grids relates to software component
models.”

A DRIVING FORCE

INRIA has been a driving force in this project. “In 2002,“
recalls Thierry Priol, “the European Commission called
for expressions of interest in networks of excellence.
Michel Cosnard, Director of INRIA's Sophia Antipolis
research unit, then proposed moving towards a network
of excellence for grid computing. The idea generated
very positive feedback among European researchers in
related areas.” With the help of INRIA's European
Relations team, Thierry Priol submitted the CoreGRID
proposal, which was approved by the Commission.
CoreGRID is currently the only network of excellence
focused on grid computing. It is coordinated by 
ERCIM (European Research Consortium for Informatics
and Mathematics) which handles its budgetary and 
administrative affairs. Thierry Priol is the network's
scientific coordinator. Several INRIA teams and research 
projects are involved in CoreGRID: ALGORILLE, GRAAL, 
GRAND-LARGE, MESCAL, MOASIS, OASIS, PARIS and
SARDES.
The Network's objective is to structure the very large
scientific community working throughout Europe on 
this theme. “European networks of excellence provide
significant structure for research. We will form a 
critical mass of researchers by avoiding overlap 
between the activities of our laboratories,” explains
Thierry Priol. For example, several European teams
work on component-based development. There were
numerous projects on this theme, but they were scattered
across Europe and lacked notoriety compared with 
similar projects in the United States. Since CoreGRID
started, researchers have been working on a common
software component model for grids. This will enhance
the critical mass of work they have at their disposal.

42 PARTNERS

CoreGRID is part of the European Union's Sixth
Framework Programme for Information Society
Technologies. It brings together all the major European
players in this area, a total of 42 partners.  It has an 
operating budget of ¤8.2 million and will last four years.
“This budget is not for financing research per se,” 
notes Thierry Priol, “but for promoting European 
cooperation. It covers travel expenses, student exchange
programmes, post-doctoral grants, meetings and 
conferences, etc.”
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Satellite images:
FORECASTING AND DETECTION

There are currently numerous satellites orbiting around

our planet, collecting and transmitting images of the Earth

with clocklike regularity. T
hese data, growing by the hour,

constitute a wealth of information for Isabelle Herlin and

her team CLIME. Their research aims to exploit the data

contained in images in order to improve models of environ-

mental detection and forecasting.

1950
1957

1960
1978

1982

2000

1995

2005

In the United

States, 

J. Charney

makes the first

numerical 

weather forecast

using 

an electronic

computer.

Weather 

forecasting

models 

are developed.

The USSR

sends Sputnik 1

into orbit.

The first 

US weather 

satellite is sent 

into orbit.

Meteosat-1

is launched.

A global system

of meteorological

observation 

by satellite 

is established

under the 

auspices of 

the World

MeteorologicaL

Organization.

François-Xavier

Le Dimet 

establishes 

the principles

of variational

data assimilation

for weather

forecasting

(IDOPT project,

Grenoble).

Variational data

assimilation 

is used for 

operational

forecasting 

in meteorology.

The AIR project

is created at

INRIA.

Image processing

based 

on physical

image properties

is used.

The CLIME 

project 

is created.

A JOINT PROJECT
The CLIME project was created in 2005 

by INRIA and CEREA, a French centre for

research on the atmospheric environment

and part of the Ecole Nationale des Ponts et

Chaussées, in order to study environmental

data coupled with numerical simulation

models for the purpose of software develop-

ment. INRIA wholeheartedly supports these

joint projects, which account for more than

half the Institute's research projects.

Collaboration allows researchers to advance

their work by taking advantage of the com-

plementary expertise of their colleagues.

CLIME combines the competence of CEREA

in modelling environmental phenomena and

data assimilation with that of INRIA in the

processing and assimilation of image data.
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ISABELLE HERLIN

Senior Research Scientist at INRIA

Rocquencourt, created the CLIME

project-team in 2005.

Isabelle.Herlin@inria.fr

INVALUABLE DATA

It is not yet possible to automate the assimilation of
image data into models. On occasion it is done manually.
Consequently, models often overlook phenomena which
are somewhat out of the ordinary or very localized 
but which images show. For example, Météo France
manually constructs the kinds of state vectors or 
pseudo-observations that might have come directly 
from the images, then integrates them into models. The
procedure is complex and thus rarely implemented.
However, it would significantly improve forecasting. 
For example, Météo France's models certainly would
have been better able to predict the large storms which
swept the country in late 1999 had they included such
structured data, because the images showed the storms.

Isabelle Herlin has been studying image processing
since joining INRIA in 1989. After working on medical
imagery, she became interested in satellite image 
processing and created the AIR project in 1995. “Our
research led us to the conclusion that the value 
of satellite image processing lies primarily in the 
assimilation of image data into models,” she explains.
“That's why we created the project CLIME in 2005 
with CEREA at the Ecole Nationale des Ponts et
Chaussées. CEREA is specialized in developing air quality
models.”

To integrate satellite images, the team's approach was
to create a second model, based on the first. This second
model is an image model; image data are integrated 
into it. Because it's based on the first model, it can be
used to deduce state vectors and inform the first model.
In this image model, the objective is not to recognize 
or model form, which would be difficult for a cloud or a
temperature front. The objective is to detect physical
properties - turbulence, rotational field, etc. - which will
provide valuable information. Remote sensing is also
one of the team's core research areas in the domains of
soil evolution, erosion, deforestation and forest fires. In
certain regions, a forest fire can devastate a great deal 
of surface area before anyone realizes it. “The images
already exist. They're not expensive to collect. Now 
we need to learn how to automate interpretation in
order to detect and prevent many types of disasters,”
concludes Isabelle Herlin.
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DATA ASSIMILATION

A model consists of a series of evolution equations,
based on physics and chemistry principles. To be used, 
it needs an initial situation and parameters, which are
continually recalculated based on observations and
measurements. This is called data assimilation. Created
about 20 years ago, models for forecasting weather, 
air quality and oceanic conditions have undergone 
continuous improvement and fine-tuning.“They are 
now very sophisticated,” Isabelle Herlin points out,
“and, unless there are significant advances in physics 
or chemistry forcing us to change the model equations,
data assimilation represents the broadest avenue for
improvement.”
There are several approaches to improving forecast 
quality. Coupling models with various scales already
enhances data. For example, by getting a model to work
on a continent-scale, researchers can collect data 
and integrate them into a country-scale model, then a
city-scale model. Another approach is to make the model
capable of assimilating new types of information, 
particularly images.

POINTS AND STRUCTURES

Today we possess an extraordinary amount of data 
collected continuously: satellite images. Coupling them
with models is not easy. Models are based on state 
vectors whose numerical values represent changes in
physical units over time (for example, ozone pollution
measurements at each point on a grid). The information
contained within an image is different in nature. It allows
structures to be observed - a cloud, for example, or a
temperature front in oceanography. Because these
structures are collections of points connected in time
and space, an image cannot be reduced to a set of 
numerical values. The structures observed must be
considered as a whole. Integrating these data into a
model requires extracting them from the image, using a
process of detection and monitoring over time. This was
one of CLIME's first research challenges. The second
challenge was the assimilation of these structures into
models. To achieve this, the team developed new 
techniques of assimilation.



Stochastic processes:
THE RANDOMNESS OF COAGULATION

Stochastic processes are mathematical objects which depend

on both time and chance. Numerous applications are concerned.

Thanks to its academic and industrial collaborations, the

OMEGA project uses stochastic processes for finance, for

modelling fissures in heterogeneous media, for climatic pheno-

mena and for neuroscience. Among other phenomena,

Madalina Deaconu applies them to the study of coagulation

and fragmentation.
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A PROJECT BASED ON TWO SITESThe OMEGA project was created in 1994 and is based at
both the Nancy and Sophia Antipolis sites. Three of the
team's researchers, including its project team leader, Denis
Talay, are based at INRIA's Sophia Antipolis research unit.
The other four, including Madalina Deaconu, are at Institut
Elie Cartan in Nancy. At the beginning, being located on two
sites allowed to combine the expertise of the probabilists
from Nancy and Sophia in the area of probabilistic methods
for the analysis and numerical study of nonlinear partial diffe-
rential equations. Since then, the project team's two units
have developed new areas of expertise. The researchers
meet on a regular basis and lead their research jointly. For
example, Etienne Tanré, Research Scientist at Sophia
Antipolis, works with Madalina Deaconu on the fragmentation
phenomenon. Madalina Deaconu is also working on a proba-
bilistic approach for the Prandtl equation with Mireille Bossy,
Research Scientist at Sophia Antipolis. This equation describes
an incompressible, slightly viscous flow in a half-plane.

MADALINA DEACONU
Research Scientist at INRIA
Lorraine/IECN in the OMEGA 
project-team.
Member of COST’s work group 
on international relations.

Madalina.Deaconu@inria.fr



FRAGMENTATION AND COAGULATION

In order to apply the theoretical results obtained 
previously, more complex phenomena involving both
coagulation and fragmentation are currently under
study. “In these models, changes over time in the 
clusters system of interest result in either coagulation 
of clusters (two or more clusters merge together 
according to the rules mentioned above) or fragmentation
(a cluster fragments, resulting in two or more clusters),
which in some ways is the inverse phenomenon of the
coagulation one,” Madalina Deaconu points out.
As part of the collaboration between INRIA and CONICYT
(Chile), Etienne Tanré, OMEGA's researcher, presented the
team's results on coagulation to Chilean researchers and
industry groups, who were very interested in using this
methodology for the copper industry. Copper ore is ground
in crushers by using steel balls. Chilean industry groups
are confronted with the challenge of fragmenting the 
ore by using the least amount of energy. A stochastic 
algorithm to evaluate the time spent in the crusher has
been constructed and has already proven its usefulness.

A new study is underway, aiming to construct a model
which effectively illustrates the phenomenon of frag-
mentation and accounts for new parameters, such as 
the position of particles in the crusher; the crusher 
geometry; the shape, size and number of steel balls
used as projectiles and the damage factor. This factor
takes into account the effect of low-impact collisions,
which may occur before particle fracture. A balance
must be found between the model's complexity and its
quality in order to approximate the real model: copper
industry crushers. This study is the natural continuation
of the preceding works on coagulation, in a more 
general context that accounts for the two phenomena of
coagulation and fragmentation. A successful outcome
will allow the Chilean industrial collaborator to optimize
crushers efficiency at minimal cost.

Stochastic methods open a very broad field of applica-
tions. For each model of interest, care must be taken 
to identify the convenient stochastic process - that is, 
the process that best describes the phenomenon under
consideration.
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Madalina Deaconu, who began her studies at the
University of Craiova in Romania, did graduate course-
work in probability at Henri Poincaré University in
Nancy. After her PhD thesis, she joined INRIA in
September 1998 as a member of the OMEGA project at
Nancy, specialized in probabilistic numerical methods.
Her research relates to the analysis of stochastic pro-
cesses. She is part of the probabilities team within Institut
Elie Cartan, a mathematics laboratory bringing together
about 80 scientists and linking INRIA, the CNRS and the
Henri Poincaré University.

THE PHENOMENON OF COAGULATION
- THEORETICAL QUESTIONS PROVIDE IMPETUS
The impetus for OMEGA's research on coagulation was a
series of scientific questions addressed to probabilists
in 1999. The phenomenon of coagulation applies to and
is studied in several domains: the formation of stars and
planets, the behaviour of fuels in combustion engines,
the polymerization, the mineral processing, etc. It was
first described in 1916 by the Polish physicist Marian von
Smoluchowski, in a paper on the precipitation in colloidal
suspension. “In order to understand the model, one has
to imagine a system of clusters characterized by their
masses. The distribution of masses changes over time,”
explains Madalina Deaconu. “When the clusters are
close to each other, they can merge together to form
clusters of greater mass. The problem is to describe the
evolution of such a system of clusters over time, by
considering the equation satisfied by the distribution 
of masses.”
The Smoluchowski equation is purely deterministic and
produces a rather complex model which takes the form
of an infinite system of nonlinear equations. 
In collaboration with other team members, Madalina
Deaconu constructed a stochastic process which des-
cribes the solution of these equations. This probabilistic
approach allowed the researchers to understand the
dynamic of the system and to propose a new stochastic
algorithm for simulating the solutions of the infinite 
system of Smoluchowski equations. These results led 
to a series of important publications. There were also
conferences and lectures on this theme (Oberwolfach,
Cambridge).
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COOPERATIVE RESEARCH

INITIATIVESINRIA launched cooperative research initiatives

(ARCs) to promote the development of new

research topics. Special support was given to

the initiatives of young researchers and to

partnerships with research groups outside

INRIA. “Through the Gdyn ARC, our spontaneous

contacts and collaborations were formalized,”

explains Hidde de Jong. “It gave us the means

to finance a post-doctoral research position

for more than a year as well as to contribute

to the costs of various experiments. ARCs

function as catalysts. They are built around

concrete objectives which move projects 

forward.”

Bioinformatics:
SIMULATORS
FOR BIOLOGISTS

In the 1980s, many researchers became involved in

genome sequencing. The thinking at the time was that

everything would become clear once the various genes

were identified. However, as the data accumulated,

researchers realized that their work was just beginning.

The genes had been described, but it w
as not yet known

how they interacted to influence a given aspect of cellular

function. A vast field of research opened up to biologists

and computer scientists alike. Hidde de Jong became

involved in this field, modelling gene regulation networks

as part of the HELIX project-team.



HIDDE DE JONG
Researcher in the HELIX project-
team at INRIA Rhône-Alpes, 
coordinator with Jean-Luc Gouzé of
the Gdyn ARC from 2002 to 2004.
He is a member of COST’s work
group on international relations.

Hidde.de-Jong@inria.fr

Fourier (Grenoble) and University of Haute Alsace
(Mulhouse). The project set out to learn how dynamic
behaviour of the cell could emerge from the various
interactions between molecular components. The
researchers integrated what was known into a model
describing the network of molecular interactions. 
As it approached its end in 2004, Gdyn's results were
promising. The model developed in the project was
capable of simulating the dynamic behaviour of the 
bacterium in response to nutritional stress, revealing
transient oscillations in the concentrations of certain
proteins. Gdyn's research also led to the development of
a computer tool to automate the analysis. This tool is
currently available as GNA (Genetic Network Analyzer),
software distributed by the start-up Genostar, while
remaining freely available for academic researchers.

THE INVERSE PROBLEM

In addition to concrete results, the researchers were
also interested in identifying new themes to explore.
Gdyn started with a known network of genes and inter-
actions, and simulated the network to predict the system
dynamics. If the interactions between the components
are not known, researchers need to work inversely. 
The concentration of a given protein is measured over
time to monitor changes in gene expression. From 
these experimental data, researchers attempt to extract
information on the interactions between the genes. This
theme, merely exploratory in the Gdyn ARC, has turned
out to be a central part of the broader European project
HYGEIA (Hybrid Systems for Biochemical Network
Modelling and Analysis), created in 2005 within the 
framework of the European programme NEST (New and
Emerging Science and Technology). HYGEIA is a project
which brings together the University of Patras, EMBL
(European Molecular Biology Laboratory), Rockefeller
University and the INRIA teams that were involved in
GDyn. The partners aim to use mathematical and 
computational methods to contribute to the development
of in silico models of cellular functions.

BIOLOGISTS AND COMPUTER SCIENTISTS: 
A PRODUCTIVE DIALOGUE

In the analysis of genetic regulatory networks, mathe-
matical and computer tools are now indispensable 
elements of molecular biology research. Equations are
used to model and simulate; inversely, a model can 
be inferred from observations. For Hidde de Jong, the
dialogue between computer scientists and biologists 
is productive and indispensable, though not easy to
achieve. “The two cultures are quite different. Computer
scientists are immersed in formalisms but have a hard
time imagining how difficult it is to obtain experimental
data. In many scientific domains, like physics and 
engineering, problems have already been formalized in
mathematical terms. This is not the case in molecular
biology and genomics. We have to start by formalizing
problems and this challenge requires ongoing 
interactions with biologists. It also requires collecting 
experimental data adapted to these problems.”
Experimental biologists are working more often with
these new tools to gain a competitive advantage.
As a student, Hidde de Jong studied management 
science and the philosophy of science before specializing
in computer science. He was interested in working at 
the crossroads of different disciplines and acquiring 
different ways of thinking about a problem. Joining
INRIA in the late 1990s, he became part of the SHERPA
team, and then HELIX, orienting his research towards
bioinformatics in close collaboration with molecular 
biologists.

UNDERSTANDING CELLULAR BEHAVIOUR

Using the increasingly rich data stores from genomics,
researchers were beginning to explore various tech-
niques of modelling and simulation to better describe
regulatory processes in the cell. In 2002, building upon
existing informal collaborative relationships, a group of
researchers came together to set concrete objectives,
creating the Gdyn ARC. Gdyn linked three INRIA projects
(HELIX, COMORE and SOSSO 2), researchers from the
Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris, University Joseph
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DOCTORAL THESES
Doctoral students make an essential contri-bution to research. During their three-yearcourse of study, they are able to explore a question in-depth. Their work is then integrated into the project's global research.At INRIA, they are core elements within theteams. With the help of industrial partners,INRIA trains about 1,000 doctoral studentsat any given time. There are 18 in theODYSSEE project-team.

Medical imaging:
RESEARCHERS, DOCTORS
AND AN INDUSTRY GROUP-
PARTNERS FOR HEALTH

2000 2002 2005 March 2006 December 2006

Research

begins on

MEEG.

ODYSSEE’s 

first papers 

in this domain

are published.

The team puts

together an

application to

obtain equipment

and gives 

a presentation 

at POPsud (optics

and photonics

centre in southern

France), which

certifies the 

project with a label.

A research

agreement 

is signed 

with Elekta.

The team

chooses 

a machine type.

The team will

be delivered

and installed at

the Timone site.

MEG (magneto-encephalography) measures very weak magnetic fields related to

cortical activity.
 The data produced complement the information obtained using

EEG (electro-encephalography), which measures electrical currents. Industry

groups, like Elekta in Sweden, have paired the two sources of information

(MEEG) and are developing visualization tools which allow doctors to “observe”

the inside of the brain.

In 2005 Elekta and Olivier Faugeras, who uses MEG in research for the 

ODYSSEE project on modelling cortical function, signed a three-year research

partnership. Their objectives are to further develop these tools and to provide

doctors with more reliable and precise images.



OLIVIER FAUGERAS
Senior Research Scientist at INRIA Sophia Antipolis,
member of the French Academy of Science since
1998, created the ODYSSEE project-team in 2002.

Olivier.Faugeras@inria.fr

help of new mathematical methods, researchers will
be better able to locate the cortical sources that 
produce the data captured and offer doctors a more
precise vision of cortical activity.
The three-year research partnership agreement Olivier
Faugeras signed with Elekta focuses on this area.

AN ENRICHING PARTNERSHIP

For Elekta, the partnership should lead to analysis and
image reconstruction tools which are more robust,
reliable and precise. The group wants to keep its
machines up to date so that they provide better 
service to doctors, whose approach is centred on
patients. Without MEEG, electrodes are planted within
the brain and measurements taken over several
weeks. Obviously, the major advantage of imagery is
its non-invasiveness and its simpler implementation.
For Olivier Faugeras, who works on vision and on 
cortical phenomena linked to perception in general,
collaborating with industry groups is essential.
“The partnership gives us access to the best 
technicians and engineers. They have a perfect unders-
tanding of MEEG mechanisms. It's incredibly 
enriching.” The contribution of doctors is equally
important:“They ask numerous questions, allowing us
to orient our research towards what would improve
patient management.”

“It's an ideal partnership,” says Olivier Faugeras. 
“The central focus of our project is accumulating
knowledge on cortical functions. With this partner-
ship, the team's research may have direct industrial
consequences in the area of healthcare.”
Understanding brain function does indeed open up 
dizzying perspectives. As for coupling the brain directly
with computers, Olivier Faugeras admits that for 
personal reasons, he prefers to contribute to medical
advances.

A MORE PRECISE VISION OF CORTICAL ACTIVITY

MEG is used by neurosurgeons to precisely locate 
affected areas prior to a procedure and by neurologists
to better understand disease processes for epilepsy and
other disorders. By measuring the very weak magnetic
fields generated by the cortex, it non-invasively gauges
cortical activity. Compared with other techniques like
MRI, MEG allows very good temporal resolution, on the
order of a millisecond, thus providing an accurate 
reflection of the actual pace of neuronal activity.
Practitioners use all imagery technologies, including
MRI and MEG. As for MEG, it offers two sets of measure-
ments: one based on magnetic fields and, in combination
with EEG, one based on electrical activity. This is called
MEEG. “For us, MEEG is a sensor,” explains Olivier
Faugeras. “In the ODYSSEE project-team, we work on
modelling human perception. MEEG allows us to 
validate or invalidate models by measuring them
against experimental data.” One of the team's doctoral 
students, François Grimbert, works on constructing
mathematical models of cortical sources, which are
groups of neurons. Their activity produces signals 
measured by MEEG. This is a very promising research
theme for industry groups like Elekta.

INDISPENSABLE MODELS

If MEEG acts as a sensor, the next step is to reconstruct
the data for doctors in an intelligible way. Software
transforms these data into 3D images of the brain. 
The ODYSSEE project-team has been working on these
methods for a few years to refine the resolution of this
“inverse problem”: What are the actual aspects of 
brain function producing the magnetic fields measured?
Is there a single solution? How can image reconstruction
be used to depict actual brain function to doctors?
Resolving this problem depends on the relevance of the
cortical activity model. By improving models with the
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Modelling and simulation:
TOWARDS A SIMULATOR
OF CARDIAC FUNCTION

A simulator of the heart's electromechanical activity

would allow a better understanding of certain cardiac

pathologies. It w
ould be an invaluable tool for improving

the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular

diseases. Several INRIA teams have devoted themselves

to this objective
, working with partners w

ithin CardioSense3D,

a national large-scale initiative.

NATIONAL LARGE-SCALE INITIATIVES

In 2005, INRIA launched a new programme 

for promoting important initiatives centred 

on clearly defined objectives. These initiatives

involve collaboration between several INRIA

research teams specialized in various domains,

as well as academic or outside industrial 

partners. National large-scale initiatives receive

specific funding for four years.
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A MODEL OF THE HEART’S ELECTROMECHANICAL
ACTIVITY

Cardiovascular diseases are among the primary causes
of death in developed countries (the leading cause of
death in France). That's why prevention and treatment
are driving forces for numerous research teams. At
INRIA, researchers hope to contribute to a better
understanding of cardiac function. They are exploring
this area in a novel way, using an integrative approach to
modelling which examines both the mechanical aspects
of the heart - activation, contraction, perfusions, pump -
and its control aspects. The Institute's ongoing research
in the areas of imagery, modelling, computing and 
software development led various teams to join forces 
in this theme area starting in 2000. They formed ICEMA,
an ARC (cooperative research initiative). The results
achieved through this initial collaboration spurred 
the teams to pursue their work as part of ICEMA 2 
(2002-2003), leading to a complete model of the heart's
electromechanical activity.

MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

In 2005, the researchers wanted to broaden the scope of
their work and decided to launch a new initiative focused
on medical applications, an avenue of research which
involves specific constraints. “We first have to adapt our
models to medical imaging data of the cardiac function.
It's important that the complexity of our models matches
that of the available data. In addition, there are the
constraints of fast computation, requiring sophisticated
numerical analysis algorithms,” explains Hervé Delingette.
This research theme is in line with several of INRIA's
strategic priorities. As a result, CardioSense3D has
received the National Large-Scale Initiative label for 
the first time. It links the three project-teams which
founded ICEMA: SOSSO-2, ASCLEPIOS (continuation of
EPIDAURE) and MACS. One of SOSSO-2's research areas
involves creating a multiscale model (microscopic and
macroscopic) of the heart's electromechanical function.
ASCLEPIOS, a project-team specialized in medical 
imagery, measures numerical models against clinical
cardiac data. MACS uses its expertise in numerical 
analysis to integrate and develop these models. The 
REO project team, which studies computational fluid
dynamics, also participates in the research initiative,
bringing its expertise to the modelling.

MEASURING UP TO CLINICAL DATA

“The research of CardioSense3D builds on ICEMA's 
activities because one of its objectives is to model two
additional physiological phenomena: arterial circulation
and myocardial perfusion,” explains Hervé Delingette.

ICEMA's current model describes both cardiac electro-
physiology - the propagation of electrical waves through
the heart - and how it is coupled with cardiac mechanics
- the contraction and relaxation of cardiac fibres in 
response to these electrical waves. Several steps were
taken to evaluate the validity of this model. Firstly,
through a partnership with the National Institutes of
Health in the United States, it was measured against
data which were very rich but obtained invasively 
from dog hearts. These data included geometrical 
information (the distribution of cardiac fibres), electrical
information (the time it takes for an electrical wave to
pass through the heart) and mechanical information
(cardiac motion).
In parallel, the team initiated medical collaborations. 
By 2003, there were already several of them, like the
partnership with Guy's Hospital in London. This hospital
possesses exceptional equipment, one of the few 
systems of its kind in the world. It produces tagged MR
images and also collects data related to the heart's 
electrical activity. It can thus collect anatomical images
and relate them to electrical data for a given patient, 
all in one place. Researchers can measure both aspects
of INRIA's model - electrophysiology and mechanics -
against clinical data and readjust the parameters 
accordingly.

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

“This is an essential step. The model is validated by 
measuring it against clinical data. It can then serve as a
basis for the many medical applications we're working
on,” notes Hervé Delingette. The first application
involves using the model for resolving certain problems
with cardiac resynchronization and for planning the
implantation of pacemakers. Because control of a pace-
maker depends on its location in the cardiac muscle,
simulating its effect should allow an optimization of its
parameters. The research behind this application is
conducted in partnership with ELA Medical. A second
application is under development in collaboration 
with the team at Guy's Hospital. One of the treatments
used for certain types of cardiac arrhythmia involves
destroying certain dysfunctional cardiac cells using
radio frequency energy. An electromechanical model of
the heart should be an invaluable tool allowing doctors
to locate the rhythm disturbance and better plan treat-
ment. Other collaborative projects are underway as 
part of the CardioSense3D initiative, involving several
partners. Philips Medical Systèmes, Hôpital Européen
Georges-Pompidou and Hôpital Henri-Mondor are a few
of the French partners.
The team has given itself until 2009 to show healthcare
professionals and industry groups that this integrated
model of cardiac function will help improve clinical 
practices. It's a novel tool in service of public health.
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Software engineering:
IMPROVING SECURITY
IN EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

Thales is one of INRIA's strategic partners. The company

shares the Institute's commitment to progress in software

engineering and works alongside several INRIA teams 

on various projects. In 2003, the two partners joined forces

at CEA (French technological research centre) to launch 

a research programme aimed at designing tools that will 

allow embedded systems to be developed faster, with 

better security g
uarantees. The partners are bound by the

CARROLL framework agreement until 2007.

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP

CARROLL is a framework agreement which took effect in 2003 and

will last until 2007. Several research projects have been launched

within in this framework. T
hese projects, lasting one or two years,

are validated by a steering committee. Several INRIA teams are 

involved. INRIA Rennes-Irisa has TRISKELL, in the domain of reliable

and effective component-based application construction; ATLAS, for

the management of complex data in distributed systems; and

ESPRESSO, centred on a specification environment for synchronous

reactive programs. At INRIA Futurs, DART's work centres on the

contribution of data parallelism to real-time. AOSTE (analysis and 

optimization of embedded real-time systems) is a project-team based

at both the Rocquencourt and Sophia Antipolis sites.

http://www.car
roll-res

earc
h.org/
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ADVANCING SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Over the last few years, information technology has been
embedded in numerous objects to carry out increasingly
important tasks. Through its activities in aerospace,
defence, etc., Thales is one of the major players in this
sector. “In aviation, for example, software systems are
increasingly used in various areas, from flight plan 
management to network management,” explains Paul
Le Guernic. In certain domains, computer bugs are 
tolerable, but in avionics, no one wants to take any 
risks. It would be unthinkable to accept the probability of
an Airbus or a Boeing crashing to the ground. “The 
behaviour of software components is currently more 
difficult to predict than mechanical behaviour,” Paul 
Le Guernic notes. There is thus a major security
constraint complicating the development of these 
systems, which are also increasingly complex. Software
systems consist of subsystems, which dialogue and
interact among themselves and with the outside world.
Methods and tools for software development - that is,
software engineering - have evolved with this complexity;
they have already improved the effectiveness of software
at various stages of development, from design to 
validation. Nonetheless, there is still a long way to go.
Validation, for example, remains a very expensive stage,
which can sometimes account for nearly 60% of software
development costs.

DEDICATED LANGUAGES FOR REAL-TIME EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS

The CARROLL project was created to take the develop-
ment of embedded software to the next level. It explores
three directions. The first involves real time. An operation
is real time if its correctness depends not only on the 
data it produces but also on the moment of data exchange
with an evolving environment. For example, a driver 
who steps on the brake expects the car to slow down
immediately. For CARROLL, real time in embedded 
systems implies constraints requiring specific develop-
ment methods. The second research direction involves
middleware, the software layers linking computers 
and applications. The teams' objective is to enhance
existing middleware using description methods adapted
to real-time embedded systems. Finally, the third
research direction moves towards using model-driven
software engineering methods (MDA, Model Driven

Architecture). This method, formalized by the interna-
tional consortium OMG (Object Management Group),
involves upstream, very precise description of development
procedures, systems, subsystems and the interactions
between them. Tools, languages, profiles, etc. are used
to create these descriptions. INRIA researchers are 
working on these tools. Paul Le Guernic sums them up
as “tools for developing tools which will allow the 
development of embedded systems”. While they may
seem far from real-world applications, these methods
are central to the challenges in this area. “We explore
the use of tools based on coherent and well-defined
mathematical principles,” he explains. “Working from
these mathematical principles, these formal techniques,
we can create tools for development, from description
to verification (of methods, models and proofs) as well
as techniques for automatically generating codes and
tests”. The benefit is knowing the system will be reliable
and its objectives coherent.

A WEALTH OF SCIENTIFIC OUTPUTS

The partners expect these methods to result in 
numerous advances: reduced development time, more
robust systems (certain components of which could
eventually be reused in other development projects) 
and simplified ongoing maintenance. Over the last two
years, CARROLL teams have been very busy. To account
for the specific characteristics of these systems, the
researchers have defined a “real-time profile” - the UML
(Unified Modelling Language) profile Marte - which the
OMG consortium is currently in the process of adopting.
They initiated an ANR project (funded by the national
research agency) in response to Open Embedded, 
a RNTL  call for proposals, and now hope to create a
consortium that would bring together the major players
in this domain. In 2005, they were instrumental in 
defining and launching the System@tic competition centre.

“Numerous teams at INRIA work in the area of real
time, validation and software development,” explains
Paul Le Guernic. “With Thales, we are confronted 
with industrial challenges which we see as problems 
to resolve and critical drivers for research.”
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“INRIA is a public research institute that also creates
innovative companies. In this domain we have considerable
experience, a well-honed model and success stories 
like ILOG, Kelkoo, Mediance, Esterel Technologies, etc.
We've learned that economic decision-makers and 
politicians aren't always aware of our success, but INRIA
still needs their support. 'Our' start-ups need more 
notoriety and the chance to find funding and partners,”
explains Sylvane Casademont. “That's why we launched
a communications campaign. The anniversary was an
opportunity to inform and build awareness.”

The first step was creating two slogans: “20 years of
company creation” for INRIA, and “Born of INRIA” for the
start-ups, as a sign of affiliation and acknowledgement.
The campaign was then launched in Paris during
“Tremplin Recherche”, an annual event organised by 
the French Senate to promote exchange between
researchers and companies. The event took place in

SYLVANE CASADEMONT
Deputy Director of Scientific
Information and Communication,
Delegate for Communication.

JACQUELINE TCHOBANIAN
In charge of communication at
INRIA Sophia Antipolis.

Jacqueline.Tchobanian@inria.fr

Within the Institute's research units, the campaign unfol-
ded around various themes: individual career paths
(Rocquencourt), innovation in computer science, the keys
to success (Rhône-Alpes), the adventure of company
creation (Nancy), its impact on the regional economy
(Sophia Antipolis), etc. The campaign enhanced and 
reinforced ties with local decision-makers. “At the
Sophia unit, we organised a round table in partnership
with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry,” explains
Jacqueline Tchobanian. “to give our start-ups the 
opportunity to make contacts which will facilitate 
access to competition centres.” INRIA researchers 
and researchers/company creators shared their 
experiences. At the Grenoble unit, Jean-Marc Potdevin
related the adventure of Kelkoo. At the Rocquencourt
unit, Philippe Flajolet, Senior Research Scientist and
member of the French Academy of Science, dialogued
with Eric Bentégnie, founder of Esterel Technologies.
In Paris and throughout France, the communications
campaign was strongly echoed by the press. It affirms
INRIA's commitment to company creation, a form of
technology transfer championed at the Institute.

February before an audience of public decision-makers.
Two months later, 300 people participated in another
event during which two round table leaders delivered 
the same message: technology transfer and company
creation are essential to research. They make it possible
for scientific results to be measured against the reality 
of the market. In return, researchers learn about real
clients and their needs, a source of new challenges.
However, what is a virtuous cycle for research does not
suffice for company creation. That's why the role of INRIA
Transfert as an incubator is critical, especially in helping
companies find funding.

Born of INRIA

INRIA CELEBRATES 20 YEARS

OF COMPANY CREATION

INRIA researchers h
ave been involved in

company cr
eation for th

e last 2
0 years.

Anniversary c
elebrations ce

ntred on soli-

difyin
g sta

rt-up notoriety a
nd motivating

partici
pants to

 continue the adventure.

Sylvane.Casademont@inria.fr



Open archives -

RESEARCHERS REAPPROPRIATE

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION

INRIA became involved very early 
in

the open archives movement, la
unched

in the 1990s by th
e America

n physic
s

community. 
After signing the Berlin

Declaration in 2004, along with major

international research organizations,

the Institu
te launched its 

own open

archive in April 2
005.

“We've designed the archive to be both a tool for 
facilitating scientific communication and a way of 
increasing the notoriety of INRIA's scientific output,”
explains Jacques Millet. Through the new archive, the
researchers can make their publications accessible to
the scientific community. INRIA launched this initiative
with the CNRS, developing a shared tool for publications,
HAL. When the Institute opened its archive, it had the
benefit of its partner's experience, the CNRS having
opened its archive in 2002. This perspective allowed 
the Institute to define its strategy: publication is left to
the initiative of researchers.
“Researchers are often organised in communities with
their own communication networks,” explains Jacques
Millet. “They don't feel the need to communicate the
results of their research to a wider audience. On the
other hand, some researchers use the archive as a
scientific blog and willingly publish their results there.”

JACQUES MILLET
Delegate for Scientific 
and Technical Information, 
Direction for Scientific
Information and Communication

Jacques.Millet@inria.fr

As for INRIA's Direction for Scientific Information, it 
has chosen to use an incentive approach and regularly
enhances the tool to simplify its use. Following the 
deposit interface made available in April, new features
were offered, including a gateway allowing researchers
to use BibTeX, a standard publication tool in the research
world, to fill in metadata for deposits. A steering 
committee monitored the archive's early development.
At the end of the year, they made an initial assessment.
Numerous researchers had deposited their publications;
the site offers 600 full texts and about 600 bibliogra-
phical notices, a highly respectable start.

“Experienced researchers made the most deposits,”
observes Jacques Millet. “And some researchers 
asked that we develop a technical system that would
allow automatic deposit of publications from their 
personal web sites. A technical team is currently 
working on this.”
Young researchers are more hesitant, given that their
reputation is often built around publications in journals,
especially ranked journals. While some open archives
accept the deposit of preprints on their servers, others
(1 out of 5) do not. In information and communication
science and technology, or ICST, publishers have 
accepted the movement. They are willing to sign global
agreements with major scientific institutions and accept
open archives as long as there are direct link to their
sites.
For Jacques Millet, “There's no turning back with this
movement. At INRIA, more and more papers are being
deposited in open archives. It's a choice researchers
have to make. By making this practice mandatory, 
institutions risk breaking its momentum.”
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“The management project is a collective effort in line
with the objectives of our strategic plan. INRIA's General
Direction has been involved in this project from the
beginning,” explains Françoise Choby. In 2004, a process
of collective reflection was launched by a steering 
committee including the General Direction, operational
directors and research unit directors.
The initial project plan was clear: “Our objective wasn't
to impose a model or promote one model over another,
nor did we intend to generate revenue. Rather we 
wanted to initiate a process of reflection in line with the
Institute's culture, allowing participants to share values
by presenting their vision of the issues and their way of
doing things. This in turn would lead them to adopt
and/or develop responsible behaviour. We also wanted
to enhance cooperation between support departments
and scientific teams.”
In 2005, through a partnership with an outside service
provider, efforts focused on identifying “fundamentals”
of management practice. These points would form the
basis of a guide for managers and leaders. The purpose
of the guide is to propose a management model that fits
INRIA and that all managers and leaders (in scientific
teams and support departments) can identify with.

In the research units and at INRIA headquarters, ten
work groups met to share ideas on management practice
and generate the guide's raw material. “We wanted to
make this a long-term project,” explains Françoise Choby.

Management:

A COLLECTIVE EFFORT

TAKES SHAPE…

Over th
e last th

ree years, IN
RIA has taken an

ambitious approach to defining and formalizin
g

its management model within research teams

and research support t
eams.

“There were periods of progress followed by periods of
analysis and reappraisal, which was inevitable with 
the participative approach we'd adopted. It was very
rewarding for the research teams and the administrative
teams to compare methods. This exercise underscored
the specialized nature of managing a research team. 
It also enhanced INRIA's global management vision: 
innovating collectively to make progress together.”
The guide takes into account the characteristics of 
the INRIA model: project-centred organization, diverse
backgrounds, openness, participative culture, etc. It
should help managers and leaders fulfil their leadership
duties and find a balance between the model's various
components, which in practice may seem contradictory.
It will be released in 2006.

Also in 2006, the process will be completed by a series of
conferences to discover other management models and
cultures. There will also be management workshops to
help managers and leaders resolve problems that occur
on a daily basis.
INRIA is experiencing strong growth, and management
quality is now a key challenge.

FRANÇOISE CHOBY
Human Resources 
Development Manager.

Françoise.Choby@inria.fr



participated in workshops to complete the specifications
and prepared for the deployment of NCBC. In September,
the IT solution was finalized.

“In October, we finally tackled the preparation of the
2006 budget using the new set-up,” says Sophie Guillou.
“Thanks to everyone's active involvement, we were 
prepared.” Because the new budget is analytical, the 
framework is different and the data to input are richer.
Expenses are categorised into three groups according 
to how closely they relate to the research activity.
“We attempted to respect the philosophy of NCBC,”
notes Sophie Guillou. “Implementation was complicated
but in the future we'll have follow-up tools which are
much more comprehensive than what we had before.”

In early 2006, the teams wrapped up 2005 accounts
using the old budgetary framework. Now the Institute
will be able to switch over entirely to NCBC. “We've 
all been waiting for this moment,” says Sophie Guillou,
“feeling a little apprehensive at times. The new 
system requires greater transparency. It's also a 
source of motivation.”

NCBC

THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT

TRANSFORMS ACCOUNTING IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
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When 2005 began, the financial and budgetary teams
faced a daunting to-do list: implement a new IT 
management tool (deployed in January 2005) and adapt
it to NCBC for preparation of the 2006 budget, while at
the same time maintaining the old system for financial
year 2005 accounts. “In our old system, the budget 
was spread between several tools. We didn't have 
the necessary clarity. We had to make the budgets
consistent while at the same time adapting our 
procedures to a new tool,” explains Sophie Guillou.
There were some disadvantages to going from software
that had in-house components and was totally adapted
to INRIA’s procedures to an integrated software package.
It also required a long period of adaptation. The ergono-
mics are different and data entry is sometimes more
complicated. “At the beginning of the year, the teams
spent all their time dealing with the inevitable start-up
problems, entering data into the new system and 
slowly getting used to how it worked,” explains 
Sophie Guillou. As of early 2006, there were still a few
adjustments to be made.

In parallel, INRIA prepared for the changes that 
would be critical in switching to NCBC. The switchover
programme consisted of two measures. Firstly, the
financial department defined the general priorities 
that would guide implementation. Secondly, various
budgetary and financial managers within the Institute

In 2005, like all French public institu
tions in the scie

nce and 

technology fields, INRIA prepared for the implementation of

NCBC, a new budgetary a
nd accounting framework r

epresenting

a profound tra
nsformation of accounting practice

s and budgetary

management. It
's part o

f new finance legislation.

The 2006 budget and accounts m
ust b

e submitted in accordance

with this fr
amework. 

As th
e final im

plementation decrees w
ere

not iss
ued until s

ummer 2005, all th
e INRIA teams affected by

these new measures were in a race against ti
me.

SOPHIE GUILLOU
In charge of the Budget 
and Financial Analysis Service.

Sophie.Guillou@inria.fr
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Institut national de recherche en
informatique et en automatique,

l'INRIA est l'organisme français de
recherche spécialisé dans le domaine des sciences et

technologies de l'information et de la communication.
Les travaux de ses chercheurs, leurs contributions à

de nombreux projets et groupes de travail internatio-
naux ainsi que la vitalité de leurs résultats en font l'un

des tout premiers instituts européens de recherche dans
ce domaine.

Dès sa création en 1967, l’INRIA s’est organisé pour ouvrir la recherche
sur le monde en tissant des partenariats avec des entreprises de toutes

tailles, des universités, des grandes écoles et d’autres organismes de
recherche.

This policy, one of the Institute's main strengths, has been 
effectively implemented in the field through a development strategy 

allowing INRIA to expand its presence throughout France and establish
close contacts with local economic circles. Today, the Institute is 

decentralised into six regional research units established in 8 major
regions: Bordeaux (Aquitaine), Rennes (Brittany), Nancy (Lorraine),

Rocquencourt and Saclay (Île-de-France), Lille (Nord-Pas de Calais), Sophia
Antipolis (Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur) and Grenoble (Rhône-Alpes). From

each of these sites, INRIA research teams have established themselves in
other French cities, such as Besançon, Cachan, Lannion, Lyon, Marne-la-Vallée,

Marseille, Metz, Montpellier, Nantes, Palaiseau and Paris.

Through its 6 regional research units, which are autonomous and have direct
contact with political realities, INRIA has set up a competence network involved 

in numerous local, regional and national R&D initiatives.

Founded in 1967, INRIA has always pursued

an open, worldwide research strategy based

on the development of partnerships with 

companies of all sizes, universities, engineering

schools, and other research institutes.

et model
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Simulation of the external environment 

of a Cycab intelligent vehicle     E-MOTION project



competence networks 

IN THE FIELD OF ICSTS

A long growth process
Upon its creation in 1967, INRIA establi-
shed itself in Rocquencourt (Île-de-France). 
INRIA Rocquencourt is therefore the Institute’s
historic research unit. It is currently engaged
in living systems modelling, a major research
theme for future years.
In order to develop the Institute’s research 
in computer science and automatic control
systems, the INRIA Rennes research unit
was created in 1980, thereby effectively
implementing a key aspect of the Institute’s
research strategy: the development of 
partnerships with other research institutes
and higher education establishments. A good
example of this is Irisa (Institute of Computer
Science and Random Systems Research), a
joint research unit associating INRIA Rennes,
CNRS, University of Rennes I and INSA Rennes.

The INRIA Sophia Antipolis research unit
was created in 1983, strongly contributing to
the establishment of a technopole in that
region. The INRIA Lorraine research unit 
was created in 1987. It develops joint research
projects in collaboration with the CNRS and
local universities at the Lorraine Laboratory
for Research in Computer Science and
Applications (Loria), the Elie-Cartan Institute
of Nancy (IECN), the Metz Laboratory for
Mathematics and Applications (LMAM) and
the Laboratory of Industrial Engineering and
Mechanical Production (LGIPM). 
The INRIA Rhône-Alpes research unit was
created in 1992. It actively contributes to the
development of a region strongly involved 
in the field of micro and nanotechnologies. 
In 2002, the Institute completed its expansion
throughout the French territory by creating

the INRIA Futurs research unit, which
includes 28 research teams and also operates
as an incubator for new research units in
Saclay, Lille and Bordeaux that are to become
independent once sufficiently developed.
The Institute’s 2006 budget contributes to
this objective by making it possible to recruit
researchers and provide these new research
units with solid research support infrastruc-
tures (administration, human resources,
technology transfer and valorisation, financial
management).

Ever sin
ce its c

reation, INRIA has established stro
ng competence

networks 
devoted to ICSTs throughout the French territo

ry by

integrating its 
research units in

to local academic and industria
l

communities. T
his st

rategy proved to be an advantage for th
e

Institu
te during the im

plementation of t
he national com

petitiv
eness

clusters in
itiative in 2005.

“INRIA Rennes: 25 years of scientific 
achievements”
Claude LABIT, INRIA Rennes-Irisa Research Unit Director

Over the past 25 years, the INRIA Rennes-Irisa research unit 
has experienced significant growth and developed expertise
networks with IRISA partners. Claude Labit, Director of
INRIA Rennes and Irisa, discusses the research unit's 
new development strategies. “In addition to pursuing our 
fundamental research on computer systems and languages,
networks, statistics and SIDP, we are currently developing
our research activities in fields such as medical technology
(bioinformatics, medical imaging) and environmental 
science. INRIA Rennes-Irisa has extended its activities to
the region of Nantes with two off-site projects created in
2004 (OBASCO and ATLAS). It conducts high-profile research
activities in France and Europe in the field of computational
grids, namely by coordinating the CoreGrid European 
network of excellence and actively participating in high-
performance computation projects using the national
Grid'5000 platform. Irisa has been a major help in the
implementation and governance of the “Images and 
networks” competitiveness cluster in Brittany, since many
of Irisa projects revolve around this research theme. 
Irisa is also involved in competitiveness clusters in other
regions, such as System@tic (Île-de-France) and “Aeronautics,
Space and Embedded Systems” (Midi-Pyrénées)."”s. 

“INRIA Lorraine: research without frontiers”
Hélène KIRCHNER, INRIA Lorraine-Loria Research Unit Director

“INRIA intends to play a key role in the European Research
Space. Our cultural heritage here in Lorraine has led us to
develop cross-border collaborations with the computer science
research community in Saarbrucken (Max-Planck Institute,
DFKI, Universities of Saarbrucken and Kaiserslautern)",
explains Hélène Kirchner. These collaborations have resulted
in the implementation of a concerted computer graphics
research programme and a series of joint workshops.
“Together, our two regions constitute a unique expertise 
network in the field of ICSTs". The research areas covered
include geometric algorithmics, computer graphics and vision,
computational linguistics, multimode systems, bioinformatics,
and software certification and verification. INRIA Lorraine
also participates in the EMANICS European network of 
excellence, which associates European research teams 
working on the design of next-generation networks and is
coordinated by the MADYNES team. “We are also developing
our relations with non-European countries.” In particular, 
the BIOSENS (BIO-inspired SENSing) associate research team
was created in 2005 by the Cortex project and the University
of Science & Technology of Hong Kong to study biological 
perceptive systems and assess the processing capacities 
and characteristics offered by data coding processes for 
such systems. The research results should contribute to the 
development of an electronic nose and an artificial retina.



Number of scientists 
involved in each research theme

in 2005
(source: scientific activities report)

INRIA’s research units have all developed in
accordance with the Institute’s strategic
objectives, increasingly integrating themselves
into the academic and industrial circles of
their respective regions. Each research unit
has developed a field of specialisation 
(communicating systems, cognitive systems,
symbolic systems, numerical systems, 
biological systems), establishing itself as a
leading research entity in that field.
More detailed information on research themes
and projects is provided in pages 58 to 60.

INRIA Futurs
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SIX research units 

WITH well-defined 

RESEARCH THEMES
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INRIA Rennes

Founded in October 2005, EVODIA publishes
software packages and provides services
allowing the online composition and digital
processing of complex documents. The 
technologies marketed by EVODIA automate
the analysis, recognition and indexation of
documents currently unvalued due to their
very nature: old, damaged manuscripts, 
textual or graphic (e.g. sheet music). 
EVODIA was created with the objective of
valorising the results of the IMADOC project
(Irisa, Rennes). It won the 2005 national award
for the creation of innovative companies (French
Ministry of Research), in the “emergence”
category

EVODIA

INRIA Rhône-Alpes.
Founded in Grenoble in February 2005 by five
video game technology enthusiasts, Coyote
Software produces easy-to-use and humorous
PC games intended for a very large public
and featuring innovative game concepts.
Based on open standards and freeware 
components, Coyote’s middleware constitutes
a production platform that can be adapted 
to the rapid evolution of video games and
integrating technologies developed by the
ARTIS and EVASION project teams (INRIA
Rhône-Alpes).

INRIA Rocquencourt

The CETOINE studio was founded in Paris in
June 2000. It produces images and videos and
also offers digital design services for textile
designers and decorators. ArtiE-Fract, the
software package at the heart of the studio,
was developed by the COMPLEX project team
(INRIA Rocquencourt). It uses an evolutionary
process (“Darwinian”) to generate fractal
images and features an interactive, user-
friendly interface geared towards artists and
designers.

INRIA Sophia Antipolis

Founded in 2005, KEENEO develops video
surveillance software for movement detec-
tion and behavioural interpretation of video
sequences. Control of complex environments
is ensured with a 3D recognition technology
able to locate objects and humans, combined
with a temporal analysis making it possible to
monitor actions extending over time and
space.  
KEENEO is a spin-off company of the ORION
research project (INRIA Sophia Antipolis).
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Exceptional 

particip
ation IN THE

COMPETITIVENESS CLUSTERS INITIATIVE

The French government launched the 
competitiveness cluster initiative in 2005. To
receive the “competitiveness cluster” label,
a project must associate at least two indus-
trialists, a small/medium-sized company and
a research laboratory. By pooling together
scientific expertise, training programmes
and industrial development resources, these
competitiveness clusters provide local entities
the opportunity to work in synergy and build
dynamic innovation strategies. In addition,
they increase the visibility and attractiveness
of regional research activities.
In July 2005, the “competitiveness cluster”
label was awarded for the first time to various
projects, and the organisational structure for
governance and funding mechanisms was
defined.

The implementation of competitive
ness

clusters in eight INRIA sites has enabled

the Institu
te to enhance and develop its

partnersh
ips throughout the Fre

nch terr
itory.

“A unique opportunity to develop synergies”
Sophie CLUET, INRIA Rocquencourt Research Unit Director

INRIA Rocquencourt plays a significant role in Île-de-France
competitiveness clusters. Ten of our projects currently 
participate in the System@tic cluster alone (comprising 
the Num@tech automotive and telecoms groups). We also
participate in the Mov'eo automotive cluster (energy, mobi-
lity and services) and Cap Digital (knowledge engineering,
digital patrimony). “In 2006, our objective is to extend our
activities in Meditech Santé, as computational modelling of
life sciences is one of our key research priorities", explains
Sophie Cluet. “These clusters also provide an opportunity 
to strengthen our industrial and academic partnerships in 
Île-de-France." The research themes of the clusters in 
which the research unit participates are in agreement with
the scientific priorities defined in 2003. “We were able to
very quickly align ourselves with the funding mechanisms
implemented by the French government (ANR, DGE, etc.).
We also continue to actively participate in European 
projects, namely as coordinators of two Specific Targeted
Research Projects (STREPs): PLASTIC (“Providing depen-
dable and adaptable service technology for pervasive 
information and communication”), coordinated by the ARLES
research team, and CyberCars2 (“Close communications
for cooperation between cybercars”), coordinated by the
IMARA team.”

“Driving forces for innovation partnerships”
Michel COSNARD, INRIA Sophia Antipolis Research Unit Director

Since 1983, INRIA has strongly contributed to the 
development of the Sophia Antipolis site, associating its
growth with that of the technopole. Today, Michel Cosnard
continues to see strong potential for development and 
innovation. “There are 1,200 companies in the Sophia
Antipolis technopole and we have yet to develop all the 
partnerships possible. At present, we have more partner-
ships with the outside world than with companies in
Sophia.” The competitiveness clusters will give visibility to
local partnerships, which should then become driving forces
in research. They will enable the development of local 
projects and will provide the international exposure 
essential for high-level research. “The competitiveness 
clusters are perfectly suited for the development of new
projects”, explains Michel Cosnard. “We are already 
engaged in bilateral partnerships with numerous industrial
and academic entities. The competitiveness clusters lead 
us to implement more global projects.”
The competitiveness clusters will also enable the academic
research community to capitalise on joint research efforts.
The Sophia Antipolis research unit participates in 7 competi-
tiveness clusters, including the “Secure Communicating
Solutions” worldwide cluster and an internationally oriented
ocean research programme in partnership with the local
government of Brittany.

Maintenance training using virtual reality     S
IAMES project-team



A key role in the governance 
of competitiveness clusters
Throughout the year, INRIA research units
were involved in project development activities
and, once the “competitiveness cluster” labels
were obtained, in cluster structuring, deve-
lopment and launching activities. INRIA’s
decentralised organisational structure demons-
trated its efficiency in dealing with local
requirements. The existence of research
units in approximately 20 regions enabled
them to acquire significant expertise in the
field of ICSTs.

INRIA plays an active role in the coordination
of competitiveness poles and participates in
their governance.
Michel Cosnard and Claude Labit are respecti-
vely members of the administration commit-
tees of the “Secure Communicating Solutions”
and “Images and Networks” clusters. Jean-Pierre

Verjus and Laurent Kott are respectively 
members of the governance committees of
Minalogic and System@tic. Hélène Kirchner
represents INRIA in the monitoring committee
of the “Innovative materials and intelligent 
products” cluster in Lorraine. Claude Puech is
a member of the administration and governance
committees of the “Aeronautics, Space and
Embedded Systems” and “Commerce Industries”
clusters, respectively.

“The expertise acquired in micro and 
nanotechnologies makes the region a world
leader in the field”
Bernard ESPIAU, INRIA Rhône-Alpes Research Unit Director

In Grenoble, INRIA Rhône-Alpes is involved in the Minalogic
competitiveness cluster (Micronanotechnologies and 
embedded software, Grenoble Isère competitiveness) aimed
at developing innovation in the field of miniaturised smart
chips.
“The large-scale integration of on-chip embedded software
and systems considerably modifies their engineering
constraints to include functional, quality and performance
requirements. We currently do not have the methods or
tools needed to take these constraints into account. The
development of software and systems with predetermined
functions and quality levels at an optimal cost constitutes a
major challenge”, explains Bernard Espiau.
INRIA Rhône-Alpes research teams participate in EmSoC
(Embedded Systems on Chip), a future technologies 
workshop aimed at developing technical building blocks to
improve software design processes.
They are strongly involved in Minalogic (SARDES, MOAIS,
PLANETE, MESCAL, ARES, e-MOTION, VASY, POPART, 
ARENAIRE and COMPSYS projects), System@tic (RESO 
and GRAAL projects) and the “Aeronautics and Embedded
Systems” cluster (VASY project).

“Competitiveness clusters open broad
perspectives for upstream research 
activities”
Claude PUECH, INRIA Futurs Research Unit Director

“At INRIA Futurs, we strive to create new activities by
exploring new themes in partnership with industrialists 
and other research organisations”. INRIA Futurs conducts
research on complex system informatics, security informatics,
and man/machine interactions. The research unit is involved
in three main competitiveness clusters: “Aeronautics,
Space and Embedded Systems” (Toulouse and Bordeaux),
System@tic (Saclay) and i-Trans (Lille). It also participates
in “Laser Routes” (Bordeaux), “Commerce Industries” (Lille),
Meditech Santé, and “Image, Multimedia and Digital
Lifestyle” (Paris). The wave of recruitment planned in the
2006 budget will be targeted towards the themes and 
activities of these competitiveness clusters.
According to Claude Puech, “competitiveness clusters open
broad perspectives for upstream research activities. For
example, in the case of the “Aeronautics, Space and
Embedded Systems” cluster based in Toulouse and
Bordeaux, all industrialists in the field are based in the
region and actively participate, thus accelerating the 
implementation of projects. This allows us to establish
contacts with companies very rapidly. The initiative also
receives significant support from local authorities for the
implementation of tools and the creation of projects”. 
ecens. 

Modelling tree growth (15 years) according to light exposure     DIGIPLANTE team
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INRIA Sophia Antipolis

IMAGES AND NETWORKS

New fixed/mobile network
and image technologies for
professional and domestic

multimedia applications
(interoperability, mobility,

large-scale distribution). 

AERONAUTICS, SPACE
AND EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

SECURE COMMUNICATING SOLUTIONS

Software components and systems
for secure and reliable data 
transmission or processing. 

I-TRANS (transport)

Interoperability and intermodality 
solutions for passenger and freight
transport (rail, road, maritime 

and river transport sectors).

MINALOGIC

MIcronanotechnologies 
and embedded software,
Grenoble Isère 
competitiveness cluster 
(intelligent miniaturised 
solutions).

PHOTONICS

Complex optical 
and imaging systems.

COMMERCE INDUSTRIES

SEA, SECURITY
AND SAFETY

INRIA Rhône-Alpes

INRIA Lorraine

CAP DIGITAL (formerly “IMVN”)

Digital content, 
video games, 

digital education, 
digital patrimony, 

knowledge engineering, 
new uses of mobile phones.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS
AND INTELLIGENT PRODUCTS

Development of high-performance 
materials, with a focus on offering
innovative and sustainable 
solutions for various markets
(automobile sector, automotive
subcontracting, mechanical
industry, packaging, tool 
manufacturing and tooling, 
fluid transport, special machines,
energy, construction, etc.).

MEDITECH SANTÉ

Three therapeutic research themes
(cancer, nervous system pathology,

infectiology) and three 
pluridisciplinary research themes

(medical imaging, molecular 
medicine and cell therapy, 

medication).

SYSTEM@TIC

Design and control 
of complex systems. 

Worldwide clusters (4)

Internationally oriented clusters (3)

National clusters (5)

Visualisation and meshing of heart deformation    MACS project-team

Participation of INRIA 

research units 

in competitiveness clusters.



INRIA Futurs
Director: Claude Puech

Milestones
The PAROLE and ISA project-teams collaborated in 2005 to develop a “talking

head” intended to teach lip reading to deaf children. This project has been
conducted in collaboration with DATHA (association for the development of 

technological aids for the handicapped).

On 1 January 2005, Nancy became the European support centre for the 
TEI consortium (Text Encoding Initiative). This international consortium develops

and recommends common text encoding standards. ATILF, INIST and Loria have
joined the consortium, making Nancy the foremost international standardisation

centre for dictionary and terminology encoding.

The CASSIS project-team contributed its expertise in cryptographic verification
protocols to the European AVISPA initiative (Automatic Verification of Internet

Security Protocols and Applications).

The MADYNES project-team achieved significant results (“Best Student
Paper”) regarding IP network management security and the local and global

consistency of network security policies.

The Libre-Source software platform developed in an RNTL project is now 
used by ESA, JAXA and NASA. LibreSource is a collaborative development 

platform allowing geographically dispersed teams to coherently work together
on documents shared via the Internet.

Jean-Yves Marion (CALLIGRAMME project-team) received the 2005
Outstanding Young Researcher Award for the region of Lorraine.

INRIA Lorraine-Loria

Director: Hélène Kirchner

8 projects in Bordeaux, in partnership with LABRI, (CNRS,
University of Bordeaux I and ENSEIRB), MAB (CNRS, University of
Bordeaux I and II), University of Bordeaux III and LMA (CNRS,
University of Pau).

7 projects in Lille, in partnership with LIFL, IRCICA,
University of Lille III and the Paul Painlevé laboratory (CNRS,
University of Science and Technology of Lille).

13 projects south of Paris, in partnership with LRI
(CNRS, Paris-Sud University), LIX (CNRS, Polytechnic
Institute), Paris-Sud University Mathematics Department
and LSV (CNRS, ENS Cachan). 
The joint teams with LRI and LIX constitute the PCRI
joint computer research centre.

KEY FIGURES
450 staff members, including
410 scientists

428 research teams, including
419 project-teams

Milestones
Joseph-Fourier University awarded its gold medal to

Claude Puech, Director of the INRIA Futurs research unit
(Grenoble, January 19, 2005).

In Saclay, INRIA Futurs participated in the creation of
Digiteo Labs, the first global research centre in the field 

of information sciences and technologies. This research
centre will comprise over 1800 researchers by 2010. 

It consists of six research institutes and organisations:
CEA, CNRS, Polytechnic Institute, Supelec, Paris-Sud

University XI, and INRIA.

In Lille, INRIA Futurs signed a contract in December
2005 to purchase a 4000-m2 building with a 200-person

capacity in the Haute Borne scientific park (Villeneuve-
d'Ascq), with a view to creating an autonomous research 

unit. This affirms INRIA's determination to participate in the 
creation of a major research cluster in the Nord Pas-de-

Calais region.

In October 2005, INRIA Futurs organised the “Science
goes to school” initiative within the scope of the Lille

Science Festival and in partnership with IRCICA, USTL 
and CNRS. 

This enabled approximately 4,600 students from schools 
in the Nord Pas-de-Calais region to meet 50 researchers.

On 10 February 2005, INRIA, University of Bordeaux I
and II, ENSEIRB and CNRS signed a protocol agreement

for the creation of joint research projects within the scope
of the  development of the INRIA Futurs research unit 

in Aquitaine.

All research teams are in partnership:

KEY FIGURES
450 staff members, including
350 scientists

24 research teams, including
21 project-teams

18 projects at the Loria laboratory and 
3 at the Elie Cartan Institute in Nancy, 

in partnership with CNRS, University of
Nancy, University of Metz, University 

of Franche-Comté and University of
Strasbourg.
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INRIA Rennes-Iris
a

Director: Claude Labit
Milestones
The VISAGES-U746 project created in November 

2005 by Christian Barillot is INRIA’s first joint project 
with INSERM. It explores multimodal medical image 

processing methodologies and the design of support 
systems for use before and during neurosurgical 

interventions.

The Rennes node of the national GRID’5000, platform,
composed of a heterogeneous, multiple-OS grid of 

500 processors, was finally installed and has enabled 
the commencement of initial work on high-performance

computation simulation.

In 2005, INRIA Rennes-Irisa was involved in 30 European
projects, including the coordination of the CoreGRID

network of excellence (computational grids), the FLUID
project (emerging fluidic imaging technologies) and, 

more recently, the XtremOS project (cluster dedicated
operating systems). In 2005, four new teams associated

with teams in the USA, Canada, Holland and Singapore
were set up.

In order to jointly celebrate the 30th anniversary of
Irisa and the 25th anniversary of INRIA Rennes-Irisa, 

the Institute organised an open house reception and 
an international scientific colloquium during National

Science Day.

Teddy Furon, INRIA research manager of the TEMICS
project, received Brittany’s Young Researcher Award for

his work on digital tattooing of multimedia.

Project-teams based in Rennes (23 project-
teams) and Lannion (1) are joint projects with
CNRS, INSA Rennes and University of Rennes I.
Project-teams based in Nantes (2) are 
partnerships with Ecole des Mines of Nantes
and University of Nantes. 

KEY FIGURES

510 staff members, including
380 scientists

330 research teams, including
326 project-teams

Milestones
SMIL 2.1, the multimedia document representation

langage developed by the WAM project-team, is awarded
W3C certification.

The 6th International Middleware Conference was
organised by the SARDES team and held in Grenoble.

On 4 April 2005, the LEAR project-team received 14 of the
18 awards of the “101 Visual Object Classes Challenge” 

organised within the scope of the Pascal excellence 
network (Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and

Computational Learning).

The ARES project-team received an award from the
Rhône-Alpes Futur Foundation for its work on the optimi-

sation of Wi-Fi antenna deployment.

INRIA Rhône-Alpes

Director: Bernard Espiau

KEY FIGURES
500 staff members, including
300 scientists

25 research teams, including
21 project-teams

16 project-teams are in partnership with 
one or more institutes: CNRS, Joseph Fourier

University, National Polytechnic Institute of
Grenoble (INPG), Ecole Normale Supérieure

(ENS Lyon), Claude Bernard University,
and the National Institute of Applied

Sciences (INSA Lyon).



INRIA Rocquencourt

Director: Sophie Cluet
Milestones
The SMIS team’s “MobiDiQ” project won the Gold

Award in the 6th edition of the “SIMagine 2005 Worldwide
GSM and Java Card Developer Contest” organised by 

Sun Microsystems, Axalto and Samsung Electronics.
This international contest involved the participation of

over 300 research teams. MobiDiQ is a SIM-embedded
component ensuring equitable and secure access to 

digital content.
For example, it can be used to facilitate access to quality

content by certain users (students, artists) and restrict
access to unethical content (e.g. parental control).

The REO project is devoted to the modelling of air 
flow in respiratory systems and blood flow in blood 

vessels. For blood flow modelling, collaborations have
been developed with two companies: Cardiatis and Ela

Medical.
The research theme explored with Cardiatis concerns 

the modelling of coronary endoprostheses for treatment
of aneurysms. This work should contribute to the design

of a new Cardiatis system. The collaboration with Ela
Medical involves the use of mathematical modelling 

and numerical simulation for cardiac resynchronisation 
therapy through multipoint stimulation, so as to address

specific issues such as how and when stimulation 
should be used.

KEY FIGURES

566 staff members, including
379 scientists

339 research teams, including
329 project-teams and 
321 development project

Ten projects are joint projects with Paris University VI,
University of Marne-la-Vallée, Ecole Centrale of
Paris, Ecole des Mines of Paris, Ecole Normale
Supérieure, National Institute of Civil Engineering,
National Institute of Advanced Technology, CIRAD
and CNRS.

Milestones
The 2005 Galileo Masters Award was awarded to the 

forthcoming company VU Log , co-founded by Georges Gallais,
expert engineer at INRIA Sophia Antipolis. The Galileo Masters

Award rewards projects from 7 European regions presenting
original ideas for commercial applications of satellite navigation.

VU Log, currently under implementation, is specialised in the
creation of urban mobility software and services and partly

relies on the results of the VISA project (Intelligent Vehicles and
Autonomous Systems), the ICARE project, and the European

CyberCars and CyberMove projects.

The OASIS project-team, comprising researchers from 
INRIA Sophia Antipolis, CNRS 13S and the University of Nice-

Sophia Antipolis, has set a new world computation record and
demonstrated the advantages offered by computational grids 

for solving increasingly complex calculations. The computation
record was achieved using ProActive, a software package 

developed by the OASIS project-team. 

2005 saw the creation of the ASCLEPIOS project-team
(Biomedical image analysis and simulation), a continuation of

the EPIDAURE project, managed by Nicholas Ayache.
Its main objectives concern the analysis of biomedical images

based on geometric, statistical, physical and functional models,
the simulation of physiological systems based on computer

models using biomedical images and other signals, and the
application of these tools in medicine and biology to assist in

prevention, diagnosis and therapy.

INRIA Sophia Antipolis

Director: Michel Cosnard

KEY FIGURES
500 staff members, including
380 scientists

1 main site in Sophia Antipolis
2 associate sites in Marseille and Montpellier

29 research teams
28 project-teams

17 projects are in partnership with other research 
institutes and laboratories: University of Nice-Sophia

Antipolis, CNRS (I3S, J.A. Dieudonné laboratory),
Ecole des Mines of Paris, Ecole des Ponts (CERMICS,

CERTIS), Paris University VI (LOV), University of
Provence, ENS, University of Montpellier I and II

(LIRMM), and INRA.
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Projects

AXIS (39)
CORTEX (6)
DREAM (18)
MAIA (6)
TAO (4)

Sophia Antipolis/Rocquencourt
Lorraine
Rennes
Lorraine
Futurs

Usage-centred design, analysis and improvement of information systems 
Neuromimetic intelligence
Diagnosing, Recommending Actions and Modelling
Autonomous intelligent machine
Machine learning and optimisation

Brigitte TROUSSE
Frédéric ALEXANDRE
Marie-Odile CORDIER
François CHARPILLET
Marc SCHOENAUER

ACES (18)
ARLES

JACQUARD (68)
OASIS (69)
OBASCO (83)
PHOENIX (92)
POPS (68)
REGAL (57)
SARDES (33)
TRISKELL (18)

Rennes 
Rocquencourt
Futurs
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Futurs
Futurs
Rocquencourt
Rhône-Alpes 
Rennes

Ambient computing and embedded systems
Software architectures and distributed systems
Software component weaving
Active objects, semantics, Internet and security
Objects, aspects and components
Programming language technology for communication services
Systems and networks for small portable secure objects
Distribution and management of large-scale applications
System architecture for reflective distributed computing environments
Reliable and efficient component-based software engineering

Michel BANÂTRE
Valérie ISSARNY
Jean-Marc GEIB
Denis CAROMEL
Pierre COINTE
Charles CONSEL
David SIMPLOT-RYL
Pierre SENS
Jean-Bernard STEFANI
Jean-Marc JEZEQUEL

Projects

Projects created in 2005INRIA’S

138 research 

project-te
ams as per 31 December 2005 

Projects

ARES (26)
ARMOR (17)
DISTRIBCOM (19)

HIPERCOM

MADYNES (6)
MAESTRO (94)
MASCOTTE (69)
PLANETE (23)
RAP

TREC (36)

Rhône-Alpes
Rennes
Rennes

Rocquencourt
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis/Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt

Service network architectures
Network architectures and models
Distributed and interactive algorithms for network management and signal processing 
in telecommunications
High-performance communication
Management of dynamic networks and services
Models for network performance analysis and control
Algorithmic, simulation, combinatory and optimisation methods for telecommunications
Protocols and applications for the Internet
Networks, algorithms and probabilities
Theory of networks and communications

Stéphane UBEDA
Gerardo RUBINO
Albert BENVENISTE

Philippe JACQUET
Olivier FESTOR
Philippe NAIN
Jean-Claude BERMOND
Walid DABBOUS
Philippe ROBERT
François BACCELLI

Projects

AOSTE (78)

DART (3)
ESPRESSO (18)

MIMOSA (43)
MOSCOVA

POP ART

S4 (18)
TRIO (25)
VASY

VERTECS (18)

Rocquencourt/Sophia Antipolis

Futurs
Rennes

Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes
Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes

Models and methods of analysis and optimisation for systems with real-time and embedded
constraints
Contributions of the Data Parallelism to Real Time
Synchronous programming for the trusted component-based engineering of embedded 
systems and mission-critical systems
Migration and mobility: semantics and applications
Mobility, security, concurrence, verification and analysis
Programming and operating systems for real-time applications 
System synthesis and supervision, scenarios
Real-time and interoperability
System validation - Research and applications
Verification models and techniques applied to testing and control of reactive systems

Robert de SIMONE

Jean-Luc DEKEYSER
Jean-Pierre TALPIN

Gérard BOUDOL
Jean-Jacques LEVY
Alain GIRAULT
Benoît CAILLAUD
Françoise SIMONOT-LION
Hubert GARAVEL
Thierry JÉRON

Projects

CAPS (18)
COMPSYS (24)

Rennes
Rhône-Alpes

Compilation, parallel architectures and system
Compilation and embedded systems

André SEZNEC
Tanguy RISSET

Cognitive SYSTEMS

Communicating SYSTEMS

Cognitive SYSTEMS A: STATISTICAL MODELLING AND MACHINE LEARNING

Communicating SYSTEMS D: ARCHITECTURE AND COMPILATION

Communicating SYSTEMS C: EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND MOBILITY

Communicating SYSTEMS B: NETWORKS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Communicating SYSTEMS A: DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES



Projects

ARIANA (69)
IMEDIA

LAGADIC (86)
LEAR (30)
MOVI (30)
OGAR (6)
TEMICS (18)
VISTA (18)

Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Lorraine
Rennes
Rennes

Inverse problems in earth monitoring
Images and multimedia: Indexation, navigation and searches
Visual servoing in robotics, computer vision and animation
Learning and recognition in computer vision
Modelling, localization, recognition and interpretation in computer vision
Querying Graphics through Analysis and Recognition
Digital image processing, modelling and communication
Spatio-temporal active vision

Josiane ZERUBIA
Nozha BOUJEMAA
François CHAUMETTE
Cordelia SCHMID
Patrice-Radu HORAUD
Karl TOMBRE
Christine GUILLEMOT
Patrick BOUTHEMY

Cognitive SYSTEMS B: IMAGES AND VIDEO: PERCEPTION, INDEXATION, COMMUNICATION

Projects

CORDIAL (21)
ECOO (6)
IN SITU (4)
MERLIN (11)
METISS (18)
ORION

PAROLE (6)
PRIMA (30)

Rennes
Lorraine
Futurs
Rocquencourt/Lorraine
Rennes
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes

Human-machine spoken dialogue
Environment for cooperation
Situated interaction
Methods for interactive software ergonomics
Modelling and experimentation for data and audio signal processing
Problem-solving environments for autonomous systems
Analysis, perception and recognition of speech
Perception, recognition and integration for observation of activity

Laurent MICLET
Claude GODART
Wendy MACKAY
Dominique SCAPIN
Frédéric BIMBOT
Monique THONNAT
Yves LAPRIE
James CROWLEY

Cognitive SYSTEMS C: MULTIMEDIA DATA INTERPRETATION AND MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION

Projects

ALCOVE (68)
ARTIS (30)
EVASION (30)
IPARLA (1)
ISA (6)
REVES

SIAMES (18)

Futurs
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Futurs
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes

Collaborative interactive virtual environment
Acquisition, representation and transformations for image synthesis
Virtual environments for animation and image synthesis of natural objects
Visualization and manipulation of complex data on wireless mobile devices
Models, algorithms and geometry for computer graphics and vision
Rendering and virtual environments with sound
Computer generated images, animation, modelling and simulation

Christophe CHAILLOU
François SILLION
Marie-Paule CANI
Pascal GUITTON
Sylvain PETITJEAN
George DRETTAKIS
Bruno ARNALDI

Cognitive SYSTEMS D: IMAGE SYNTHESIS AND VIRTUAL REALITY

Projects

CASSIS (63)
CONTRAINTES

CRISTAL

EVEREST

LANDE (18)
LOGICAL (2)
MOSEL (6)
PROTHEO (6)
PROVAL (97)
SECSI (54)

Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Futurs
Lorraine
Lorraine
Futurs
Futurs

Combination of approaches to the security of infinite states systems
Constraint programming
Typed programming, modularity and compilation
Environments for Verification and Security of Software
Software design and validation
Logic and computing
Proof-oriented development of computer-based systems
Constraints, automatic deduction and software properties proofs
Software proofs
Security of information systems

Michaël RUSINOWITCH
François FAGES
Xavier LEROY
Gilles BARTHE
Thomas JENSEN
Gilles DOWEK
Dominique MÉRY
Claude KIRCHNER
Christine PAULIN
Jean GOUBAULT-LARRECQ

Symbolic SYSTEMS A: SOFTWARE RELIABILITY AND SECURITY

Projects

ALGO

ARENAIRE (24)
CAFE

CODES

COPRIN (46)
GALAAD (65)
GEOMETRICA

SPACE (6)
TANC (60)
VEGAS (6)

Rocquencourt
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Futurs
Lorraine

Algorithms
Computer arithmetic
Computer algebra and functional equations
Coding and information protection
Constraints solving, optimisation and robust interval analysis
Geometry, algebra, algorithms
Geometric computing
Solving problems through algebraic computation and efficient software
Algorithmic number theory for cryptology
Geometric algorithms effective for visibility and surfaces

Bruno SALVY
Gilles VILLARD
Manuel BRONSTEIN
Nicolas SENDRIER
Jean-Pierre MERLET
Bernard MOURRAIN
J-Daniel BOISSONNAT
Paul ZIMMERMANN
François MORAIN
Sylvain LAZARD

Symbolic SYSTEMS B: ALGEBRAIC AND GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES, ALGORITHMS

Projects

ACACIA

ATLAS (67)
ATOLL

CALLIGRAMME (6)
EXMO

GEMO (4)
LANGUE & DIALOGUE (6)
MOSTRARE (58)
SIGNES (80)
SMIS

TEXMEX (18)
WAM

Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Rocquencourt

Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Futurs
Lorraine
Futurs
Futurs
Rocquencourt
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes

Knowledge acquisition for aided design through agent interaction
Complex data management in distributed systems
Software tools for natural language

Linear logic, proof networks and categorical grammars
Computer mediated exchange of structured knowledge
Integration of data and knowledge distributed over the web
Human-machine dialogue with a significant language component
Tree structure, machine learning and data extraction models
Linguistic signs, grammar and meaning: Logical algorithms for language processing
Secure and mobile information systems
Multimedia content-based indexing
Web, adaptation and multimedia

Rose DIENG-KUNTZ
Patrick VALDURIEZ
Eric VILLEMONTE 
DE LA CLERGERIE
Philippe DE GROOTE
Jérôme EUZENAT
Serge ABITEBOUL
Patrick BLACKBURN
Rémi GILLERON
Christian RETORÉ
Philippe PUCHERAL
Patrick GROS
Vincent QUINT

Symbolic SYSTEMS C: MANAGEMENT AND PROCESSING OF LANGUAGE AND DATA

Symbolic SYSTEMS
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Numerical SYSTEMS C: OPTIMISATION AND INVERSE PROBLEMS IN STOCHASTIC OR LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMSProjects

ASPI (86)
CLIME (98)

CORIDA (15)
IDOPT (33)
MATHFI (40)
OMEGA (14)
SISTHEM (86)
SYDOCO

TROPICS

Rennes
Rocquencourt

Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis/Lorraine
Rennes
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis

Statistical applications of interacting particle systems
Coupling of environmental data and numerical simulation models for software 
integration
Robust control of infinite dimensional systems and applications
System identification and optimisation in physics and environment
Financial mathematics
Probabilistic numerical methods
Statistical inference for monitoring structural integrity
Dynamic systems, optimisation and optimal command
Program transformations for scientific computing

François LE GLAND
Isabelle HERLIN

Marius TUCSNAK
François-Xavier LE DIMET
Agnès SULEM
Denis TALAY
Michèle BASSEVILLE
Frédéric BONNANS
Laurent HASCOET

Projects

BANG (70)
CAIMAN (85)
CALVI (64)
ESTIME

GAMMA

IPSO

MACS

MICMAC (50)
OPALE (82)

POEMS (87)
SMASH (53)

Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Rennes
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis/Rhône-Alpes 

Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis

Non-linear analysis for biology and geophysical flows
Scientific computing, modelling and numerical analysis
Scientific computation and visualization
Parameter estimation and modelling in heterogeneous media
Automatic mesh generation and adaptation methods
Numerical methods preserving invariants
MACS Modelling, analysis and control for structural mechanics computations
Methods and engineering of multiscale computing from atom to continuum
Optimisation and control, numerical algorithms and integration of complex 
multidisciplinary systems governed by PDEs
Wave propagation: Mathematical analysis and simulation
Simulation, modelling and analysis of heterogeneous systems

Benoît PERTHAME
Serge PIPERNO
Eric SONNENDRÜCKER
Jérôme JAFFRÉ
Paul-Louis GEORGE
Philippe CHARTIER
Dominique CHAPELLE
Claude LE BRIS
Jean-Antoine DESIDERI

Patrick JOLY
Hervé GUILLARD

Numerical SYSTEMS D: MODELLING, SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Projects

ASCLEPIOS

COMORE (51)
DEMAR (73)
HELIX (29)
MERE (72)
MODBIO (6)
ODYSSEE (66)
REO (71)
SYMBIOSE (18)
VISAGES (95)

Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Rennes
Rennes

Analysis and simulation of biomedical images
Modelling and control of renewable resources
Artificial motion and deambulation
Computer science and genomics
Water resource modelling
Computational models in molecular biology
Computer and biological vision
Numerical simulation of biological flows
Biological systems and models, bioinformatics and sequences
Health data: Vision, action and management

Nicholas AYACHE
Jean-Luc GOUZÉ
David GUIRAUD
Alain VIARI
Claude LOBRY
Eric DOMENJOUD
Olivier FAUGERAS
Marc THIRIET
Jacques NICOLAS
Christian BARILLOT

Biological SYSTEMS A: MODELLING AND SIMULATION IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

Biological SYSTEMS

Projects

APICS

BIPOP

CONGE (12)
E-MOTION (30)
ICARE

MACSI (25)
MAXPLUS

METALAU

Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt

Analysis and inverse problems for control and signal processing
Modelling, simulation and control of non-smooth dynamical systems
Geometric control for non-linear systems
Geometry and probability for motion and action
Instrumentation, control and architecture of advanced robots
Industrial system modelling, analysis and operation
Max-plus algebras and mathematics of decision
Methods, algorithms and software in automatic control

Laurent BARATCHART
Bernard BROGLIATO
Jean-Claude VIVALDA
Christian LAUGIER
Claude SAMSON
Marie-Claude PORTMANN
Stéphane GAUBERT
Maurice GOURSAT

Numerical SYSTEMS A: CONTROL AND COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Projects

DOLPHIN (91)
GRAAL

GRAND-LARGE (59)
PARIS (19)
RESO (28)
RUNTIME (81)
SAGE (86)
SCALAPPLIX (5)

Futurs
Rhône-Alpes
Futurs
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Futurs
Rennes
Futurs

Parallel and cooperative multicriteria optimisation
Algorithms and scheduling for distributed heterogeneous platforms
Global parallel and distributed computing
Programming of parallel and distributed systems for large-scale numerical simulation
Protocols and software for very high-performance networks
High-performance executable supports for parallel architectures
Simulations and algorithms on computation grids applied to the environment
Algorithms and high-performance computing for grand challenge applications

El-ghazali TALBI
Fréderic DESPREZ
Franck CAPPELLO
Thierry PRIOL
Pascale VICAT-BLANC PRIMET
Raymond NAMYST
Jocelyne ERHEL
Jean ROMAN

Numerical SYSTEMS B: GRIDS AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

Numerical SYSTEMS



0(1) Joint project with LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB), based in Bordeaux
0(2) Joint project-team with LRI (CNRS, Paris-Sud University) and LIX (CNRS, Polytechnic Institute)
0(3) Joint project with LIFL (CNRS, University of Science and Technology of Lille), based in Lille
0(4) Joint project with LRI (CNRS, Paris-Sud University), based in Orsay 0
(5) Joint project with LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB) and MAB (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I and II), 

based in Bordeaux
0(6) Loria joint project with CNRS, Henri Poincaré University, University of Nancy II, and INPL 
0(8) Loria joint team with CNRS, Henri Poincaré University, University of Nancy II, and INPL 
0(9) Joint team based in Loria and Sophia Antipolis
(10) Joint team with MAB (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I and II)
(11) Joint project with Henri Poincaré University 
(12) Joint project with MMAS (CNRS, University of Metz), based in Metz 
(14) Joint project with IECN (CNRS, Henri Poincaré University), based in Sophia Antipolis and Nancy 
(15) Joint project with IECN (CNRS, Henri Poincaré University) and MMAS (CNRS, University of Metz) 
(17) Irisa joint project with CNRS, INSA Rennes, University of Rennes I, and ENST Brittany
(18) Irisa joint project with CNRS, INSA Rennes, and University of Rennes I
(19) Irisa joint project with CNRS, INSA Rennes, University of Rennes I, and ENS Cachan
(21) Irisa joint project with CNRS, INSA Rennes and University of Rennes I, based in Lannion 
(22) ID laboratory joint project with CNRS, INPG and UJF 
(23) Project based in Rhône-Alpes and Sophia Antipolis, managed by W. Dabbous 
(24) LIP joint project with CNRS and ENS Lyon, based in Lyon
(25) Loria joint project with CNRS, Henri Poincaré University, University of Nancy II, INPL, and ENS Lyons
(26) Joint project with INSA Lyons, based in Lyons
(28) Joint project with LIP and Claude Bernard University (Lyons)
(29) Joint project with CNRS and Claude Bernard University (Lyons), based in Grenoble and Lyons
(30) GRAVIR laboratory joint project with CNRS, INPG and UJF 
(31) Joint project with Pierre Mendès-France University (Grenoble) 
(33) Joint project with IMAG (CNRS, INPG, UJF) 
(36) Joint project with ENS Paris, based in Paris
(37) Joint project with CNAM 
(39) Project based in Rocquencourt and Sophia Antipolis
(40) Joint project with ENPC (CERMICS) and University of Marne-la-Vallée, based in Rocquencourt and Marne-la-Vallée
(41) Joint project with SMP (CNRS, ENSTA)
(43) Joint project with Ecole des mines of Paris and University of Provence, based in Sophia Antipolis and Marseilles
(45) Joint project with CMA (Ecole des mines of Paris)
(46) Joint project with I3S (CNRS, UNSA) and ENPC (CERMICS) 
(50) Joint project with ENPC (CERMICS)
(51) Joint project with CNRS 
(53) Joint project with CNRS and University of Provence, based in Sophia Antipolis and Marseilles 
(54) Joint project with LSV (CNRS, ENS Cachan), based in Cachan
(57) Joint project with LIP6 (CNRS, University of Paris VI)
(58) Joint project with LILF (CNRS, University of Lille 1) and GRAPPA (EA 3588, University of Lille III), based in Lille 
(59) Joint project with LRI (CNRS, Paris-Sud University) and LIFL (CNRS, University of Science and Technology of Lille), 

based in Orsay
(60) Joint project with LIX (Polytechnic Institute) and CNRS
(63) Joint project with Loria (UMR, CNRS, INPL, Henri Poincaré University, University of Nancy II) and LIFC (CNRS, FRE 2661,

Franche-Comté University), based in Nancy and Besançon 
(64) Joint project with IECN (CNRS, Henri Poincaré University), IRMA and LSITT (CNRS, Louis Pasteur University), 

based in Nancy and Strasbourg 
(65) Joint project with JAD (CNRS, UNSA)
(66) Joint project with ENPC (CERMICS) and ENS Paris 
(67) Joint project with Nantes University 
(68) Joint project with LIFL (CNRS, University of Science and Technology of Lille) and IRCICA (Institute of research on software 

and hardware components for advanced information and communication), based in Lille
(69) Joint project with I3S (CNRS, UNSA) 
(70) Joint project with ENS
(71) Joint project with Jacques-Louis Lions laboratory (University Pierre and Marie Curie)
(72) Joint project with INRA
(73) Joint project with LIRMM, UMR 5506 (University of Montpellier II), CNRS, and University of Montpellier I, 

based in Montpellier 
(77) Joint project with CNAM 
(78) Joint project with University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and CNRS, based in Sophia Antipolis and Rocquencourt 
(79) Joint project with LMA (CNRS/UPPA Applied mathematics laboratory) and MIGP (Geoscience modelling and imaging 

laboratory, Pau), based in Pau
(80) Joint project with LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB) and Michel de Montaigne University Language Sciences

Department (University of Bordeaux III)
(81) Joint project with LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB), based in Bordeaux 
(82) Joint project with JAD laboratory (CNRS, UNSA), based in Rhône-Alpes and Sophia Antipolis 
(83) Joint project with Ecole des Mines (Nantes)
(84) ID-IMAG laboratory joint project with CNRS, INPG and UJF 
(85) Joint project involving INRIA, ENPC (CERMICS), CNRS, University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and JAD mathematics laboratory

(UMR 6621)
(86) Joint project involving INRIA, CNRS and University of Rennes I 
(87) Joint project involving CNRS, ENSTA and INRIA (UMR 27 06)
(89) Joint team with LRI (CNRS, Paris-Sud University), based in Orsay
(90) Joint team with LIX (Polytechnic Institute) and CNRS
(91) Joint project with LIFL (CNRS, University of Science and Technology of Lille), based in Lille
(92) Joint project with LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB), based in Bordeaux 
(93) Joint project with Paul Painlevé laboratory (UMR 8524), CNRS and University of Science and Technology of Lille
(94) Joint project with LIRMM laboratory (CNRS) and University of Montpellier II
(95) Joint project involving INRIA, CNRS, University of Rennes I and INSERM
(97) Joint project with LRI (CNRS, Paris-Sud University) and LIX, based in Saclay
(98) Joint project with CEREA (Centre for learning and research on atmospheric environment, ENPC-EDF R&D)
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